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PREFACE

In recognition of the rapid expansion of two-year colleges in many areas of the
United States, the Commission on College Geography of the Association of American
Geographers selected a panel of professional geographers to examine the position of
their discipline in these schools. This panel was charged with the task of studying the
present role of geography and of making recommendations and providing guidelines
for improving geography's contribution. It was the Commission's firm conviction
that any group concerned with geographic education at the undergraduate level
should give special attention to the nation's increasingly important two-year colleges.

This report is directed especially to those in responsible positions of
administration, counseling, and instruction in the two-year schools, many of which
are designated as junior or community colleges. To the g:ographers in four-year
institutions receiving students from two-year colleges in large numbers, this report
hopefully will stimulate continuing effective articulation with those teaching
geography in the two-year colleges. Lastly, this study should alert all professional
geographers to their responsibilities to develop the best possible sequence of
geographic education in American schools, colleges, and universities.

In order to obtain basic information, presidents and Instructors of geography
courses in two-year colleges were contacted. The panel acknowledges with gratitude
the cooperation of all those responding. With the data obtained, the panel has
attempted to appraise the status of geography in these schools. Studies pertaining to
curriculum development, Commission on College Geography sponsored training of
geography instructors, and other studies, have been related in this report to the needs
of the two-year colleges. Finally, the panel, after consulting with geographers and
others familiar with the goals and programs of two-year colleges, has made a number
of recommendations. Perhaps the implementation of these recommendations will
permit geography to expand its role in the general education programs of the
two-year colleges.

To those who have participated in the discussion and review of this study, the
panel expresses its appreciation. In particular, the contributions of the following are
recognized: Homer Aschmann, University of California at Riverside; Sheila M.
Brazier, Golden West College, Huntington Beach, California; Edward L. Chapin, San
Bernardino Valley College; Edward M. Davis, Santa Fe Junior College, Gainesville,
Florida; Gordon J. Fielding, University of California at Irvine; Ralph E. Page,
University of Florida; Gertrude M. Keith, California State College at Fullerton; Harry
Schaleman, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg campus; Otis Shahan, St.
Johns River Junior College, Palatka, Florida; Elaine Steinberg, Florida Central Junior
College, Ocala, Florida; Dewey Stowers, University of South Florida; and James
Wattenbarger, University of Florida.

A conference on Science in the TwoYear College was held in Washington, D. C.,
on June 18 and 19, 1969, supported by the National Science Foundation. Three
members of this panel attended the conference and it provided valuabk viewpoints
and ideas which have been incorporated into this report.

A grant from the National Science Foundation to the Associatior of American
Geographers for the Commission on College Geography has made possible the
conduct of this study.
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INTRODUCTION

THE CHALLENGE FOR GEOGRAPHY

The two-year or junior college has become an established and important part of
America's system of higher education. Enrollments exceeded 1.5 million in 1967,
and some predictions have them reaching 3 million by 1972.1 Two-year schools now
account for about 30 percent of all tower-division enrollments in higher education.2
The number of such schools, now in excess of 1000, has increased at the rate of
about one per week since 1963. It is evident that any academic field which does not
play an active role In the two-year colleges is failing to participate in the education of
millions of Americans (see Frontispiece).

As a subject of instruction in two-year colleges, geography's position varies. In
many schools there are strong and active geography programs staffed by
well-qualified persons. At the other end of the scale are two situations requiring
attention. First, some geography is offered by persons with limited training in the
subject, and often in conjunction with outmoded themes and procedures. Second,
geography is sometimes omitted from the curriculum. Viewing the situation as a
whole, geography occupies a relatively poor position in the nation's two-year
colleges. Currently, there is a shortage of well-qualified instructors, as in several other
academic fields. Persons with little training or interest in geography are sometimes
called on to "pinch hit" and often they become permanent instructors of geography.
The minor role of geography in high school curricula seems to be carried over into
the two-year colleges. Yet, despite these difficulties, there are many instances of
highly successful two-year college programs. These provide ample grounds for
optimism and a basis for recognizing geography's greater potential.

The challenge for geography is apparent. Many persons feel, both geographers and
others, that geography ought to play a more active role in the liberal education of
American college students. Too often students examining the social, political,
historical, and other dimensions of a problem fail to recognize the spatial and
environmental dimensions. As one observer put it, "the average present-day
American has a pitiful knowledge and understanding of the world in which he lives,
despite the fact that more is known about the earth now than at any other time in
Man's history.") If geography Is not offered and taught well in the two-year
colleges, then a growing segment of the nation's college population will help to
perpetuate the geographic illiteracy for whidi Americans are justly known.

An inadequate geography program in the two-year schools reduces the likelihood
that those students transferring to four-year colleges will study geography there. As
Chart.: Falk has put it, "For many of the students, the junior college education lays
the foundation for baccalaureates, advanced degrees, and employment in one of the
professions."

I. William A. Harper (td.), 1961, Junior Cones* Directory. (Washington: American
A ssociatior. of Junior Carter., I 968), P. 7.

2. US. House of Reptetentatins, Committee on Science and Astronautics, The !oinks* College
estd revnetion 14 the Se le4ett, (Washington: Report of the National Science Foundation to the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development, 1967), p. S.

3. Sanford H. Bederman, "Geography," Georgie tivettioR Icisat, Vol. 3), September 1939,
p.

I. Charier. E. Falk, in the foreword to Iirriot Caret. Teeekett Sc tine, Engineering, and
reeknolottY. 196 0, (Washington: National Science Foundation, I968).



It seems appropriate, there tore, to analyze in some detail the general nature of the
problem and the opportunities for improvement. It is important to examine first the
general characteristics of the two-year colleges and their philosophy and role in higher
education, and then to appraise the public conception of geography and the place of
geography in general education.

THE PHILOSOPHY AND ROLE OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

The rapidly expanding role of the two-year college in the American educational
system makes it important to recognize some of the more basic similarities and
differences in philosophy or objectives between it and the four-year school. The
objectives of a four-year institution may be exemplified by a resolution from the
college faculty at the University of Chicago. The resolution states that the school's
objectives are "to produce well-rounded men and women, equipped with accurate
knowledge, and sound methods of investigation and reflection, appreciative of the
best that has been produced ir, the various fields of human endeavor, and concerned
with the understanding and enrichment of twentieth-century human life in all its
phases."5 Such a statement represents not only the academic and philosophical
approach of most four-year colleges, but it also reflects o unity of purpose that is
common among such institutions. The statement does not, however, suffice for
two-year colleges.

The two-year colleges differ widely in their sponsorship, aims, and range of
educational services they provide. Some are single-purpose institutions, preparing
students for further college we k. Most, however, offer a rather diversified program
including both college transfer and technical-vocational courses.

Most of the two-year colleges are supported by local and/or state governments,
and their existence is based on the idea that "higher edu:ation should be given to
each individual somewhat in proportion to the extent that the expenditure can be
justified in terms of the needs of the community, both economic and cultural."6
The result has been that the public two-year colleges, with little or no tuition
charges, complement the work of all other levels within the educational hierarchy:
high school, technical school, and college of university.

Thus, with the wide range of functions and resulting programs and services, it is
necessary that the junior college curriculum be highly flexible. It must meet a broad
spectrum of social and individual purposes, and thus it departs from the four-year
college tradition. The public two-year college is usually called on to offer various
courses, academic and vocational, for adult and continuing education and to provide
programs designed to permit the employed person to upgrade himself. The junior
college, therefore, should not and In most cases does not "merely duplicate" the
services of other collegiate institutions.

The objectives of the two-year college must necessarily differ from those of the
four-year institution. They are no less academic and philosophical, yet they retain
additional pragmatic objectives that are inherent in any educational institution that
responds to local needs. As in all publicly supported institutions, curriculum and
services reflect the fact that they were established by, and are responsible to, the
local community. These facts should be borne in mind in assessing the role of
geography, or any other academic field, in the two-year schools.

S. Robert 1. Kelly, The Anterkvi Collette and the Social Order. (New York: klicrnillin,
19410),P0. 110-211.

6. James W. Thornton, The Commie/dry Ionic* College. (New York: Wiley, 1960), p. 33.
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GENERAL CH/ RACTERIST1CS OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

One of the more important events in education in the past half century has been
the dynamic growth of the uniquely American two-year college./ These colleges
figure prominently in society's goal to educate the many as well as the few. Nowhere
in higher education is growth more dramatic, and it demonstrates the expansion and
extension of educational opportunity in a variety of ways.8

According to historlans of the two-year college movement, the oldest publicly
supported junior college still in existence was established in 1901 at Joliet, Illinois.9
The philosophy of offering the first two years of a baccalaureate program at a local
school spread slowly at first, but later gathered momentum and by 1930 there were
450 in existence. By 1960 there were 650 such schools. Since 1960 the expansion
and growth of the two-year colleges has been particularly rapid. Almost 400 new
schools have been established since that time, bringing the total to over 1,000. The
trend is expected to continue as communities and states seek to put two years of
college within financial and commuting reach of all people.

Acceptance by the American public is reflected in the enrollment figures. In 1950
there were 500,000 students in two-year colleges; the number reached one million in
1964 and exceeded 1.5 million in 1967. According to some predictions, enrollments
will reach three million by 1972 (see Figures 1 and 2). As noted earlier, about
one-third of all students commencing a higher education program start in a two-year
college. The percentage in some states is high California, 85 percent; Florida, 65
percent; and Illinois, 45 percent.1°

There are three general categories of junior colleges according to the type of
sponsorship and the number of each type. These are church-related (175),
independent (100), and public (725). About 85 percent of the students enrolled in
two-year colleges are attending public institutions which attempt to place higher
education within the geographic and economic reach of ail. If these colleges are to
broaden the opportunity f- A. college training, programs must relate to the needs,
aspirations, abilities, and interests of large numbers of people.

Thus the federal government has given impetus to the recent growth of the
two-year colleges. The initial boost wls provided by the Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963 and later amendments. Support for facilities, programs, and staff have
also come from the National Science Foundation (NSF), National Defense Education
Act (NDEA), and the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA).

Considering the rapid growth, it is not surprising that both existing two-year
colleges and the newly developing schools are confronted by a range of problems
posed by the ever-increasing number of students. These problems are both
institutional and discipline-related. Many problems overlap and are shared at both
levels. Problems such as teaching loads, class size, faculty rank, supporting staff, and

7. The term "Iwo-year college" is intended to correspond to the "lower division" at a college
or university and includes all types of junior colleges, community colleges and other institutions
not offering the baccalaureate degree.

8. Further aspects of the diversity, size, purpose, make-up of student body, type of control or
sponsorship and variety of curricula can be obtained from the annual directories of the American
Association of Junior Colleges and The Junior College and Education In the Sciences,
(Washington: National Science Foundation, 1967).

9. An Introduction to American Colleges, (Washington: American Association of Junior
Colleges, 1967), p.4.

10. E. J. Gleazer, Jr., "Junior College Education," American Education, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Vol.f, December 1968-January 1969, p. 12.
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facilities, which hinge upon institutional funding and policy, are institutional in
nature. On the other hand, problems of curriculum, articulation, staffing, and teacher
training are discipline-related.

Obviously, many institutional problems strongly influence the quality of
education in a given discipline. Other major problems fostered by growth include
articulation of programs with four-year schools, initial staffing, and the training of
instructors.

The sharp increase in the number and size of two-year colleges underscores the
importance of up-to-date information on the status of geography in the curriculum
and the qualifications of ,ography instructors. Geographers as well as those in other
disciplines must face these problems. The two-year college is an established part of
the American educational system and can no longer be overlooked or ignored.

GEOGRAPHY'S 2UBLIC IMAGE

In any discussion of geography in the two-year colleges, the question of the
discipline's public image arises. The popular conception of geography is sometimes
confused and inconsistent. Students and many college administrators are uncertain
about the content and scope of the field. The image of capital cities and quaint
foreign lands tends to obscure the discipline's real educational function. This is a
fundamental fact of geography's existence which has an important bearing on several
of the problems discussed in this report. The "image problem" is something with
which virtually all geography teachers have had to contend. However, there is hope
that through good teaching, requiring increased numbers of qualified geography
teachers, the image problem will disappear.

Tangible evidence of uncertainty about geography's educational function is
evident from the data presented in Table 1. Fewer than half of the two-year colleges
offer geography, and of these about half offer only one course. Geography accounts
for only about two-thirds of one percent of two-year college enrollments. Courses are
sometimes taught by persons with limited formal training or interest in geography,
reflecting in part the unfortunate notion held by some junior college administrators
that geography is something that can be taught by any social science teacher, which
in itself helps perpetuate the image problem. Geography is not alone in this problem.
Economics, for example, is frequently in a similar situation.

Origin of Geography's Image

Reputations and images of academic disciplines, like those of people, places, and
products, are conditioned by a variety of events and circumstances, some real, some
outdated, some exaggerated, and some imaginary. Also reputations change slowly,
and geography's image today is in part more a reflection of conditions prevailing two
or three decades ago than an accurate index of the field's current nature and 1;tality.
Some of the facors which have contributed to geography's uncertain image in the
public mind are listed below. The list is not meant to be inclusive, nor are the factors
listed in any order of assumed importance.

I) Geography is a grade-school subject, and the average citizen finds it hard to
accept it as anything else.

2) Modern geography has not had any national heroes or internationally known
figures (e.g., Freud in psychology, Keynes in economics, Einstein in physics)
with whose work the public can associate geography.

3) Geography has been poorly taught in the public schools, too often by persons

6



with little or no training or competence in the field.
4) Until recently there have been relatively few good textbooks from which the

teacher could choose. A good textbook can assist a poorly trained teacher.
Dull and encyclopedic textbooks can do much to kill student interest.

5) School administrators and college admissions officers who are uncertain about
geography's role often decide that training in that subject is not essential at the
secondary or college levels.

6) The content of geography is badly misunderstood by the geographer's
colleagues in other academic fields. They frequently think of it only in
traditional terms, where the focus is on maps, place names, and descriptions of
foreign places. While geographers share some of the blame for this, the
academic provincialism of people in other fields is a major barrier to image
change.

7) Geographers have not always been sufficiently responsive to changes within
American education. They sere slower than the other social sciences in
developing a concern with concepts, theory, and the application of
quantitative methods. At present, perhaps too few geographers are responding
to the national wave of interest in domestic social issues.

8) Geography has sometimes made foolhardy claims of what it could accomplish
compared to what it could conceivably handle (e.g., "bridging the gap between
the natural and social sciences," "understanding the relationships between man
and his environment," and "studying the variable character of the earth's
surface as the home of man").

9) Geography's small size has perhaps in the tinel analysis, constituted the
fundamental reason for the discipline's uncertain image. Small numbers help to
explain:
(a) why there are comparatively few geographers in high positions in

education, government, and industry (considering its size, geography has
had a respectable number of such persons it could claim).

(b) why there are fewer nationally recognized scholars and authors that are
identified with the field.

(c) why there are comparatively few popular books by geographers (especially
paperbacks whose use in the classroom has become widespread).

(d) why two-and-four-year colleges have a difficult time recruiting
well-qualified geographers.

(e) why nor -geographers frequently teach geography in the piblic schools and
two-yea. colleges (for every bachelor's degree granted in geography in the
United States, 15 are given in history, 8 in political science, 8 in sociology,
and 13 in other social sciences).

A Carry-Over from the Secondary Schools

Geography's image in the two-year schools may constitute a direct reflection of
the status of geography in the secondary schools. In so tar as geography is concerned,
conditions in two-year colleges and high schools are similar: geography is usually
subsumed under a social studies curriculum, trained geography teachers are very
difficult to recruit, and geography is often taught by non-geographers. ay contrast, in
senior colleges the person teaching geography almost always has an advanced degree
in that field.

In most analyses of the field's position in the secondary schools, attention is
rightfully focused on the core of the problem, the quality of teaching. There is a

7



shortage of qualified persons applying for jobs as geography teachers in secondary
schools. Phillip Bacon noted, "Not long ago, the city of Chicago advertised nationally
for personnel to fill 300 positions as teachers of geography in its high schools. Fewer
than a dozen applicants were found qualified for certification as geography
teachers." What usually happens under these circumstances is that the city or
school district goes ahead and hires the necessary number of geography teachers,
hiring the best they can get. Frequently this means hiring the history major with six
hours of geography to teach both history and geography, or the retii:d military
officer, without any formal training in geography, who has travelled widely, to teach
geography.

The teacher called upon to teach courses both within his field and outside of it is
often going to devote his energies and enthusiasm to courses within his field, and
treat the others as a kind of unpleasant chore and imposition. Under these
circumstances the geography teacher can hardly be expected to offer a course which
is stimulating, relevant, and eagerly received by students. Indeed, after an exposure
to such a course in junior high or high school, the majority of students go on to
college with a distorted notion of what to expect in a geography course. It is doubtful
that there is a single teacher of freshman college geography in the nation who has not
come face-to-face with this problem.

If we accept the logic that "the strength of the high school geography program is
closely related to the extent of teacher preparation in that field," 12 as observed by
Mary Frick, then the problem is indeed a challenging one. In North Carolina, for
example, a 1960 survey showed that only three of 313 teachers of geography were
certified in that field, and 32 percent of the geography teachers never had a single
college course in geography.' 3 A 1969 survey of students in freshman geography at
the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill) showed that 48 percent of the
students had had geography in secondary schools, but only seven percent indicated
that they found the course "useful and interesting," and only seven percent believed
that the course had been taught by a person who identified himself as a
"geographer." In a 1962 study of geography of New Jersey's secondary schools, it
was observed:

...it cannot be said that the teaching of the discipline is in a state of
healthful vigor. Two offerings dominate geography programs: Economic
Geography and World Geography. The former is often ineptly taught by
Business Education majors, the latter ineptly taught by majors in the
Social Studies. Political Geography stands a poor third; other courses
trail badly. All are taught by persons poorly trained in the field by
teachers who have accumulated between 3 and 10 semester hours of
geography.14

People trained in history often dominate secondary school social studies programs.
In Georgia, for example, such teachers are required to have a history major. While

11. Phillip Bacon, "A Career in Elementary Teaching," Geography as a Professional Field,
(Washington: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1966), p. 6.

12. Mary Louise Frick, "The Status of Geography in the High School Today," Journal of
Geography, Vol. 64, October 1965, p. 318.

13. R. E. Cramer and C. F. Gritzner, Jr., "Let's Sell Geography," Journal of Geography, Vol.
62, January 1963, pp. 3-11.

14. Leeanna Del Duca and Daniel Jacobson, "The Status of Geography in the Secondary
Schools of New Jersey,"Journal of Geography, Vol. 61, March 1962, p. 107.

8



few would question the importance of history in a secondary school curriculum, it
can be seriously questioned that the average history major is competent to teach
geography (or economics, sociology, etc.). In Georgia, Sanford Bederman has
observed:

...as the student enrollment in geography in the state increased, the
number of qualified geography teachers has lagged behind pitifully. As
school systems have instituted more sections and courses of geography in
their curriculum, trained geography teachers have not been hired to do
the work, but rather they have used their regular social studies teachers,
most of them untrained in the subject to do the spade work. This is very
dangerous, for the teacher in this situation is not happy, and most often
the student suffers. Consequently, the discipline of geography is poorly
taught, and concomitantly, it is poorly learned.15

Another element influencing geography's image on the secondary school level is
that it is not considered essential by college admissions officers. The better high
school students understandably concentrate on those subjects which the colleges
require for admission, such as history, or mathematics. If colleges do not require
geography for admission, how can secondary school students and guidance
counselors be expected to give it much attention? This problem is well-demonstrated
in a 1962 study by Alice Rechlin.16

Compounding the image problem is the fact that some secondary schools allow
credit for geography courses only to those students not in collegepre.,vatory
programs. In short, only the weaker students are allowed to take it. This is true in
several North Carolina secondary schools. According to James Landing, it is also true
in many schools in Indiana.17

The experience of one former Maryland high school teacher (who was trained in
geography) summarizes the problem rather well:

When I came to Northwood High in 1963, there were no qualified
geography teachers. Those teaching it had only marginal credits in
geography. One particular person was a football coach, and when
replaced him I found a preponderant number of athletes in my class.
Students, seniors particularly, elected geography because they thought it
was an easy course. It was mostly memorization of rivers and cities,
learning what countries were where and what was grown in them, and

yying reports on various countries from the Britannica World Book,
and supplementing them with brochures and pamphlets acquired from
the nearby embassies. Most of the juniors and seninrs electing geography
were those in the nonacademic programs such as general, business, and
vocational. The guidance counselors never recognized geography as being
essential for the college-bound student. The better students 't
Northwood were always channelled into history courses. Many students
and teachers viewed geography as a "garbage can course." Only after 1

15. Sanford H. Bederman, "Geography in Georgia Schools," Georgia Echcation Journal, Vol.
57, October 1963, p. 12.

16. Mice M. Rechlin, "High School Geography and the College Admissions Officer,"Journal
of Geography, Vol. 61, May 1962, pp. 193.195.

17. James E. Landing, "Geography and Earth Science in the High Schools of Indiana,"
Journal of Geography, Vol. 66, February 1967, p. 84.
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was able to establish myself did I begin to find some of Northwood's
more able students registering for my classes.18

Basis for Optimism

The record is far from altogether discouraging. There are many instances of highly
successful geography programs in both the secondary schools and in the two-year
colleges. Not surprisingly, they are almost always found where the instructor has at
least one of his degrees in geography. These instructors often teach geography as an
interesting, relevant, and intellectually challenging subject.

One very bright spot appears in the materials developed by the National Science
Foundation-supported High School Geography Project, now being made available
through a commercial publishing firm (The Macmillan Co.). Their goal has been to
"help close the long recognized gap between the ideas current among professional
geographers and what is being taught to high school students." The impact of these
materials, once adopted on a broad scale in the secondary schools, will likely filter
"upward" to the two-year colleges and provide their teachers with better printed
instructional guidance than in the past.

A change in image requires time. It also requires a substantive basis for changing
attitudes. The impressive growth in size and intellectual vitality which has
characterized professional geography in recent years should inevitably have an impact
on the field's image at all levels.

GEOGRAPHY IN GENERAL EDUCATION

Geography has an important place in the general education curriculum. The world
around us is constantly changing. Day by day we are confronted by technological,
social, and political developments which influence the character of our environment.
Society is increasingly torn by value conflicts dealing with such diverse issues as the
relevancy of certain subject matter fields, conformity versus individualism, race
relations, and materialism versus idealism to mention a few. Revolutionary advances
in communication and transportation have so narrowed our world that astronauts
can orbit it in a couple of hours or land on the moon and return to earth in a matter
of days. As our world has narrowed our involvement in world affairs has increased to
the degree that social, technological, and political revolutions in lands that were once
considered remote can instantaneously affect our lives.

In this era of rapid technological change and proliferation of knowledge, it is
difficult to comprehend that as recent as 300 years ago it was still possible for a
gifted scholar to attempt to master nearly all important scientific knowledge.
Currently, the diversity of science is such that in 1968 the National Science
Foundation counted 142 sub-field groupings and 1,235 specialties in the
experimental sciences alone.19 In addition to the ever increasing diversity and
division of labor in the sciences, we are living "...in a world in which the 'truths' of
today become 'untruths' or irrelevant tomorrow. According to some observers, the
present-day half-life of science is about 10 years; only about half of what is accer ted
in science today will still be considered true 10 years from now, and only about a

18. Sherman E. Silverman, personal correspondence, June 12, 1969.
19. Toward a Social Report, (Washington: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, 1969), p. 72.
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quarter in 20 years, and so on."20
Geography shares with all scientific disciplines the problem of integrating and

interrelating the increasing quantity of technological material and scientific data into
a cohesive and meaningful body of knowledge. In the sciences there is an urgent need
to apply this knowledge to both the present-day social problems and the future needs
of mankind. However, the complexity of many of the societal and institutional
problems is such that no single discipline can be expected to solve them
satisfactorily. Since almost all complex problems cut across disciplines there is an
acute need for greater cooperation and coordination among the physical, biological,
and social sciences.

In light of the foregoing assumptions one might rightly ask what geography can
contribute to a liberal and general education that no other discipline can provide. As
a point of departure let us first consider the terms liberal education and general
education. By liberal, we mean that "...it should be liberating to the student. It
should free the student's mind from shackling preconceptions and lure it in new
directions. It should shake habitual thought patterns and puzzle the mind through the
introduction of new ideas and problems. In short, it should stimulate intellectual
growth."2 I By general, we mean "...that it should focus on questions of concern to
most thinking men today, questions which are relevant to most of us as life is lived in
the...Twentieth Century and not questions which excite the specialist only."22 In
essence, "...liberal or general education should be relevant to life as it is lived and
will be lived by the student."23

Geography is an ancient science. Its origins are not precisely known but certainly
it predated the well-known written records of early Greek and Roman scholars. One
can speculate that geography was "born" when man first ventured from the
familiarity of his home and visited some distant place and upon completing his
journey made an attempt to explain both the location and distribution of the things
he had discovered art the landscapes he had observed. Through the passage of
centuries man has continued to exhibit an interest in the location and distribution of
both natural and cultural phenomena on the earth's crust. In essence, the core of
geography has changed little over the years and even though several traditions can be
identified in the study of the discipline, basically all scholars in the field share a
common goal: they are primarily interested in discovering, describing, and
accounting for the location, distribution, and spatial association of things as they
occur on the face of the earth as a whole, or in any part of it.

Modern geography, following the lead set by the physical and biological sciences,
is increasingly concerned with problem solving in an effort to substantiate the notion
assumed by all scientists that an order prevails in the world in which we live and that
a proper role for rcience is to demonstrate that order. More and more, classroom
students are being asked to assemble and work with raw data, to develop hypotheses
about these data, and to search diligently for supporting evidence of the hypotheses
just as professional geographers do. Instead of being asked to memorize a body of

20. Robert B. McNec, "A Proposal for a New Geography Course for Liberal Education:
Introduction to Geographic Behavior", New Approaches in Introductory Co!iege Geography
Courses, (Washington: Commission on College Geography, Association of American Geographers,
1967), P. 3.

21. Ibid.. p. 1
22. Loc. Cit.
23. LOC. Cif.
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textual information, students are led to ask probing questions about the location and
arrangement of man-made and natural phenomena, and to seek answers to these
questions by means of map comparison, library research, statistical and mathematical
analysis, field work, and reflective thinking. Ideally, this procedure will lead the
students to discover the organizing ideas or structure of the discipline while
becoming acquainted with the major generalizations, theories and concepts of the
field.

During recent years something resembling a quiet revolution has been occurring in
geography. Problems once thought to be intractable are now being solved. As
Kenneth Boulding recently stated, "Geography is in a state of great intellectual
ferment, busy absorbing new methods, especially quantitative methods, on all sides,
and quite self-consciously aware of its role as an integrator of many social sciences
and natural sciences besides. Of all the disciplies, geography is the one that has
caught the vision of the study of the earth as a total system..."24 In light of this
philosophy it would appear that the teaching of geography in liberal education must
above all else reveal its nature as an instrument whereby man approaches the reality
of the physical world and the living beings that inhabit it. In retrospect, the role of
geography must be dynamic, changing with the basic shifts in man's scientific
understanding of himself and his wo:Id.

The role of geography as a subject in liberal education is clearly defined in a
recent publication of the Association of American Geographers.25 A part of that
report, "Geography as a Subject in Liberal Education," is particularly relevant to the
preceding discussion, and is quoted in full.

Man is innately curious about places different (or similar) and distant
from his local surroundings; but man has no inborn understanding of
areas or region, much less of how natural and cultural phenomena are
geographically distributed and associated. Such knowledge is acquired
only over a period of time, through both extensive experience and formal
education. Geography, as the principal discipline concerned with the
orderly recognition, analysis and interpretation of spatial patterns on the
surface of the earth, assumes the major responsibility for providing such
knowledge.
The place of geography as a subject in liberal education may be viewed in
terms of three basic approaches to knowledge:

I) the systematic approach (used primarily by the natural and social
sciences), defined largely in terms of the types of objects studied
and of the processes that affect them;

2) the chronological approach (used primarily by history), concerned
with the differentiations of the historical record and the nature of
change through time;

3) the chorological approach (used primarily by geography), focused
upon distributions and associations of terrestrial phenomena in the
world as a whole and in particular places, and upon the
interrelationship and interaction of these particular places,

The chronological and chorological approaches include the concepts and

24. Kenneth E. Boulding, The Impact of the Sock? Sciences, (New Brunswick: Rutgers
University Press, 1966), p. 108.

25. Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Education, A Report of the Geography in Liberal
Education Project, (Washington: Association of American Geographers, 1965).
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objects of the systematic sciences, but deal with them in the framework
of time and space, and thus emphasize the temporal and spatial
interconnections of diverse elements and processes. Since an appreciation
of the fundamental unity of knowledge is a prime objective in liberal
education, the geographic approach is an essential component of it.
The study of geography provides other values to liberal education.
Among them are the following.

1) It exhibits the causal interrelations of physical, biotic and human
phenomena, and shows how these can serve as clues to the origin
and function of socio-economic and political processes.

2) It stimulates the observation of pattern, especially regularity in the
occurrence of landscape phenomena.

3) It provides the key to understanding the importance of place in
human affairs, in historical as well as in contemporary perspective,
so that the student sees the present world in context.

4) It cultivates a sense of value relative to man's stewardship of the
earth.

5) It fosters the appreciation of differences and similarities from
place to place; the geographer views the world as both richer and
more significantly complex because it is diverse.

6) It involves the student directly in the study of the real world
through map and photo interpretation and field work, and
encourages him continually to test abstraction against experience.

Geography is concerned with the study of spatial distributions,
associations, and interrelationships. Resulting patterns on the earth's
surface have differing meanings for society, according to the techniques
and value systems of differing cultures. This appears, in the way different
human groups have responded to the same physical environment, and in
how any one group has responded to different environments. Techniques
and institutions transplanted into different physical environments help to
generate new social institutions worked out to fit new needs which, in
turn, lead to the formation of new societies with new value systems. The
study of spatial distributions, associations, and area interrelationships,
i.e. geography, is a basic way of analyzing human society because it casts
the fundamental processes which govern man's life on earth in a spatial
framework, hopefully offering new views of these processes. Geography,
by providing the student with this "spatial awareness," gives a dimension
to liberal education without which the study of man on earth is
incomplete.2 6

26. Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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A SURVEY OF GEOGRAPHY IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

ORGANIZATION, PROCEDURE, AND DATA LIMITATIONS

An assessment of geography's rote in the two-year colleges requires, first of all, an
accurate measure of its current status. Recommendations concerning needs and
ground for improvement can hardly be undertaken before determining how
geography now stands, the number of two-year colleges offering geography, what
courses are taught, and how well instructors of geography are trained.

With this in mind, the Panel on Geography in the Two-Year Colleges undertook an
extensive survey in the winter of the 1968.69 schrol year. First, a letter was sent to
all 855 offices of presidents of two-year schools known to have college transfer
programs in the previous year. The 1968 Directory of the American Association of
Junior Colleges was used to obtain names and addresses.' Each president was asked:
1) to send the panel a catalog if one was available, 2) to indicate if geography was
currently being taught at that college, and 3) to give the names of those persons who
were instructing geography courses. As soon as members of the panel received the
names of those persons teaching geography, a concise one-page questionnaire was
mailed to those instructors. After a reasonable lapse of time, one follow-up letter was
mailed to those presidents and instructors who had not responded initially.

Questions posed in the questionnaire sent to geography instructors related to their
status as a full-time or part-time employee, percent of instructional load in
geography, geography courses taught during the 1968-69 academic year and
approximate student enrollments, four-year institutions to which their students were
most likely to transfer, degrees they had earned, whether or not they had majored or
minored in geography, and the number of hours of geography taken in each program.
The questionnaire is shown as Figure 3.

The survey was made primarily to obtain needed information about the
distribution of two-year colleges offering geography, the kinds of courses being
offered, and the academic background of the instructors of geography courses. The
survey was not intended to provide detailed data on the geography curriculum in the
two-year colleges and on articulation between two- and four-year college programs.

The number of responses received from the presidents and instructors teaching
courses in geography was sufficient to give the fairly complete and comprehensive
perspective the panel needed to carry out other parts of the study. Replies were
received from 77 percent of the 855 presidents contacted. It is suspected that
relatively few of the institutions not answering offer geography. Many of these are
very small schools, often church-related colleges with limited programs. Of the 528
persons ascertained to be teaching geography, 388 (73 percent) returned
questionnaires. Again, it is felt that those persons not replying are more likely to be
those only partially involved in geography, perhaps holders of degrees in other fields.

Although it was not possible for the panel to obtain a 100 percent response with
the resources available, the high rate of replies received and analyzed does mean that
fairly representative and complete information about geography in the two-year
colleges was obtained. No serious gaps in returns from a particular state or region of
the country could be detected when the data were compiled. Instructors with limited
training in geography might have neglected to reply more frequently than those who

I. William A. Harper (ed.), 1968 Junior College Directory (Washington: American Association
of Junior Colleges, 1968).
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FIGURE 3

QUESTIONNAIRE

PANEL ON GEOGRAPHY IN THE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES
COHNISSIGN ON COLLEGE GEOGRAPHY

Name College

Are you a full time employee at this

What portion of your Instructional

What Geography courses are you teaching
to June)?

Course Hex
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felt themselves well-trained to teach geography. However, since numerous replies
were received from instructors having little or no training in geography, this possible
bias does not seem to be too serious.

GEOGRAPHY'S REPRESENTATION

Responses from the offices of college presidents indicated that 407 two-year
schools offered one or more geography courses during the 196869 school year. This
is out of a total of 855 schools known to have college-transfer programs. While 199
of the 855 schools contacted did not respond to the questionnaire, the panel
presumes that most of the 199 do not offer geography. Thus, geography is
represented in just under half of the nation's junior colleges.

The distribution of geography's representation is generally a function of the
strength of the junior college movement. Where the two-year colleges are strongest,
geography enjoys a high level of representation in school curricula. For example, in
California geography is offered in 67 of the 87 schools, in Florida 26 of 29, is Illinois
35 of 45, and in Michigan 23 of 31. On the other hand, in many states where there
are relatively few junior colleges geography is often poorly represented (see Table!).

Regionally, geography is best represented in the junior colleges of the West and
Southwest (136 of 243 schools) and Southeast (114 of 195). It has somewhat above
average representation in the Great Lakes and Plains (109 of 208), and fares most
poorly in the North Atlantic area (48 of 209). In absolute terms, the West,
Southwest, and Southeast claim 250 two-year colleges offering geography, 61
percent of the nation's total. This same part of the country has 59 percent of the
junior college geography instructors.

The states with the largest number of junior college geography teachers are
California (104), Illinois (44), Michigan (41), Texas (31), Florida (30), Mississippi
(22), and North Carolina (20). On the other hand there are seven states with no such
instructors, and 26 with three or fewer instructors. The unevenness of geography's
contribution in itself points up the unrealized potential for growth, especially in the
North Atlantic area.

PROFILE OF GEOGRAPHY COURSES TAUGHT

An examination of the kinds of geography courses taught provides one basis for
evaluating the character and position of geography in the nation's two-year colleges. In
itself, it tells only part of the story, because the mere offering of courses is neither
necessarily related to the quality of instruction nor to the general position of
geography in any individual institution. Some colleges, with impressive lists of
geography courses in their programs, may or may not staff these courses with persons
prepared to teach them. Still, it was reasoned that an awareness of the kinds of
geography courses presented is essential to appraise the overall role of geography in
the junior colleges, to observe regional differences in its development, and to note
opportunities for growth and Improvement.

Table II presents a statistical profile of courses taught as ascertained from the mail
questionnaire survey. All courses described by respondents were placed in one of
seven categories. This seven<ategory classification as it appears in Table II was based
upon the panel's experience In the teaching of geography at the freshman and
sophomore levels. In examining returned questionnaires, the scope of the courses
listed by respondents was usually clear. Where there was doubt as to category, the
college catalog, provided by most college presidents' offices, was consulted foe a
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more precise description. Still, there were a few instances where the classification of
a course was somewhat arbitrary. For example, a course described as "world cultural
geography" could be assigned to the "world regional" or "cultural, huirtan, social,
etc." categories. This is not surprising, since there are many ways of organizing an
introductory geography course, and the subject matter in each case is not exclusive.

Included in the tables are only those courses actually given during the 1968.69
school year. Courses listed in catalogs but not taught are excluded. The same course
offered two successive semesters at any one institution is listed only once. Similarly,
a course for which three sections may be offered one semester is listed as a single
course. Summer school offerings are excluded. As a result, Table II lists the number
of schools in each state that actively offered a particular kind of course during the
regular 1968.69 school year, together with the total enrollments reported by
instructors for those courses.

A note of caution is in order for those examining the data in Table H. The
statistics are inevitably incomplete, and they should be used only for comparative
purposes, such as comparing enrollments in one course with those of another, or for
comparing enrollments in one state with another. The absolute figures are low. As
noted previously, of the colleges contacted initially, 77 percent replied. Of the
geography teachers listed by Presidents, 73 percent returned questionnaires.
Furthermore, a significant number of responding instructors indicated what courses
they taught but failed to indicate enrollments. If one had to estimate the extent to
which these figures ate below the "actual" ones, a reasoned guess would be that
Table tI figures on the number of courses are about 65 to 70 percent of actual, and
figures en enrollments are about half the actual count. While the "lack of response"
was not absolutely uniform geographically, the regional differences were not great
enough to preclude the use of the figt..es for comparative purposes.

Four coursesphysical, world regional, cultural, and economicaccount for 82
percent of the total geography enrollments in the nation's Junior colleges. The same
courses represent 73 percent of all courses taught. Their prominence is not surprising,
as these are the geography courses most likely to be fo,tod at the lower division level
in fouryear colleges and universities (see Figures 4 and 3).

The most "popular" of all junior college geography courses is physical geography.
It accounts for almost one-third of all enrollments. Its leading position can be
directly attributed to its preeminent position in California and Michigan, the first-
and third4anking states in total junior college geography enrollments. It also leads in
Maryland, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Tennessee. Tie popularity of this course
probably reflects, at least in part, the traditional idea that geography examines
man4and relationships. and therefore the first step in the study of geography is to
appreciate the character of the physical environment as the "stage" on which the
drama of cultural geography unfolds. While some persons question the wisdom of
presenting physical geography as the "first" and perhaps only geography course a
student takes, most would agree that physical geography has an important and
proper place in freshman sophomore-level geographic education.

A close second in popularity is world or world regional geography, a venerable
title for the introductory general survey course. It dominates the junior college
picture in Illinois and Florida (the second. and fourth-ranking states in junior college
Geography enrollments) as well as in Alabama, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Texas, and
it is also relatively strong in California and Michigan. The content of world
geography courses is variabk, bat In most instances there is an attempt at world
regional coverage to provide students with a broad introduction to the world around
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them. Often a paramount theme is the role of the physical environment in helping to
explain diverse patterns of human activity. Or, the focus may be on the distinctive
sets of physical, historical, social, and economic conditions found in the various
countries of the world. The course is usually organized on the basis of natural
regions, continents, or culture worlds.

Cultural geography (or human or social geography) occupies a fairly strong
position, with about one-half the courses and enrollments claimed by physical
geography. The secondary position of cultural as opposed to physical geography is
essentially a national phenomenon, but it is unusually pronounced in some of the
leading junior college states, particularly Florida, Michigan, and Illinois. California
can claim half the nation's two-year college enrollments in cultural geography, but
even here it is a distant second to physical geography, and usually follows as the
second course in the year sequence. In only a few states does cultural geography
clearly dominate over physicalGeorgia, Oklahoma, and New Jersey. Cultural
geography courses vary in content from those where the focus is on global
differences in cultural processes to those where the dominant theme is manland
relationships. When the course is taught by persons trained as historians, there often
emerges a kind of geographical basis of history, sometimes with an unfortunate flavor
of environmental determinism.

Economic geography is another of the leading thematic courses, ranking third in
the number of courses taught and fifth in enrollment. In Washington, which has a
new junior college program, it is the leading geography course. Most of the courses
appear to emphasize the "world survey" approach, with a commodity-by-commodity
or country-by-country analysis of the location of primary and secondary economic
activities.

Another category, rather general in scope, includes such miscellaneous course
titles as "introductory," "beginning," "principles," and "elements." Presumably
many of these are similar in scope and content to one or more of the previously
described courses, but with a different designation. After all, most of the courses
here discussed are introductory in nature, and many of them probably share a
number of common themes and subject matter coverage. While some teachers of the
"principles of geography" courses in fact organize the material around a selected set
of principles, other instructors may cite examples of certain principles in the process
of examining locations and distributions.

A number of other courses command some attention. Regional courses of the
United States or AngloAmerka are offered, particularly in Illinois, Pennsylvania,
and Michigan. Those concerned with individual states ("The Geography of
Michigan") are found in California, Michigan, Marybol, Minnesota, and Colorado.
Among the courses included in the "other" column of Table II is weather and
climate, taught as a separate course in some California schools. Four courses in
conservation were given in Florida, but no more than one in a handful of other
states. Michigan offered four "travel" courses, and a few states included cartography
and other "technique" courses in their curricula.

It should be observed at this point that the panel's findings concerning types of
courses offered and relative enrollments are generally similar to those in two other
recent surveys. A preliminary study under the auspices of the Commission on College
Geography2 estimated geography enrollments in junior colleges at 48,000 for the

2. Rkhard itecsx1t, "Geovaphy in the Junior Coneees." Commission on Colley Genraphy.
'astern Michisan university. 1967 (intend:414,W.
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1966.67 year.3 In their survey the leading courses, in order of enrollment were
physical, world regional, cultural, economic, and "principles or systematic."
Curiously, economic geography was offered by more schools than any other course.
Another survey, using a stratified, random sample of 147 two-year colleges was
conducted by the Department of Secondary Education at Auburn University for the
1967.68 year.4 They found that the courses "most often offered by two-year
colleges" were 1) physical, 2) world regional, 3) economic, 4) introduction to
geography, and 5) cultural.

In summary, the profile of courses taught in the nation's two-year colleges is
similar to that found on the lower division level in four-year colleges, with a strong
emphasis on such traditional introductory themes as physical, cultural, world
regional, and economic geography. The dominance of these courses, both in states
where junior college geography is well-developed and in other states, suggests that the
subjects and themes long associated with introductory geography are likely to endure
for some time. For the most part, it appears that growth and improvement will take
place within the framework of courses which currently occupy commanding
positions within the curricula.

Another observation clearly points up the unrealized potential of geography in a
great many areas of the country. In numerous states, even some of those where
geography is well - developed in the junior colleges, certain courses are poorly
represented in the curricula. In other states, where junior colleges exist but
comparatively little geography is offered, the challenge and the unfulfilled potential
are even greater.

PROFILE OF INSTRUCTORS

Employment of staff on a full-time basis for instruction in a single discipline is
generally considered to be the most effective instructional arrangement. Nearly all
geography instructors in two -year colleges are working on a full-time basis. Less than
a tenth of those responding to the panel's questionnaire were employed only part of
the time. However, geography constituted less than 40 percent of the teaching load
for 40 percent of those instructors teaching geography courses who responded to the
questionnaire. For 31 percent, instruction in geography comprised from 40 to 80
percent of the total instructional load. Only 29 percent had teaching loads with more
than 80 percent of the total load in geography (see Table I).

Regionally, a higher proportion of the geography instructors are employed on a
part-time basis in the North Atlantic States. In the North Atlantic region 13 percent
were employed only part-time while for the Great Lakes and Plains, West and
Southwest, and the Southeast States, the percentages were 10,8, and 7, respectively.

Geography constituted more than 80 percent of the teaching load for 38 percent
of the instructors in the Great Lakes and Plains States, but for only a tenth of the
geography instructors in the Southeast. In the West and Southwest, 32 percent of the
instructors had more than 80 percent of their load in geography, and for the Not th
Atlantic States, 26 percent were teaching geography more than 80 percent of the

3. The lower figure for 1966-67, compared with the 62,761 enrollments for 1968-69 in the
prevent survey, may be partially explained by the approximately 173 new public junior colleges
which opened doors in the two -year interval.

1. As repotted in a May 22, 1964, kttet to H. Lynn Shaer. President of Fullerton Junior
CoSege, Fullerton, Calif , from Prof. Floyd C. Robertvom, Del arUnent of Secondary Education,
Auburn University, Alabama.
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time.
Conversely, the Great Lakes and Plains States had the lowest proportion of the

geography instructors teaching courses other than geography, with only 31 percent
of the geography instructors so engaged. In the Southeast 53 percent of the
geography instructors were teaching geography less than 40 percent of their time.
The North Atlantic and West and Southwest States had 45 and 40 percent,
respectively, so engaged.

Among the states leading in the number of geography instructors in the two-year
colleges, Michigan had the highest percentage of the instructors teaching geography
more than 80 percent of the time with 73 percent so employed. This compared to 28
percent in Illinois, 14 percent in Florida, and 10 percent in Texas.

Nearly all instructors of geography courses offered in the two-year colleges have
been awarded a master's degree. About tworifths of those geography instructors
with a master's degree have majored in geography and another tenth of them have a
minor in the discipline. About a third of those teaching geography have taken
graduate work beyond the master's degree but less than a tenth have received the
doctorate. Only II persons of those returning questionnaires to the panel hold their
doctorates in geography. Eight others have a minor in geography at the doctoral level
(see Table III).

Regionally, the Great Lakes and Plains States and the West and Southwest States
had the highest percentage of instructors with majors in geography at the master's
level, these groups of states having 49 and 47 percent, respectively. In the North
Atlantic States 39 percent, and in the Southeast only 26 percent, of the geography
instructors majored in geography while completing the master's degree. Among the
states having the most geography instructors, Michigan led with 70 percent of the
geography Instructors majoring in geography and completing the master's degree.
California was next with 60 percent, Illinois had 58 percent, and Florida had 43
percent.

Of course when the negative side is stated, it must be stressed that many of those
now teaching geography in the two-year colleges are doing so without the advantage
of adequate professional training equivalent to a major or a minor in the discipline.
Less than a major at the level of the bachelor's degree not only gives the instructor of
geography course a lack of depth but also a lack of breadth in the subject. In other
instances instructors have been able through related work, travel, and other
experience to enhance their background for effective geography instruction. Yet
another fairly common problem faced by instructors of geography courses in
two-year colleges is the lack of opportunity to keep abreast of new developments in
geography. Even though many dedicated instructors regularly return to the university
to take courses, the courses available, particularly during the summer session, are not
those most likely to meet the specific needs of the instructor of introductory
courses.
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INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

The survey results outlined in the previous chapter indicate that introductory
courses in geography generally correspond to the trends encountered in four-year
institutions. This suggests that geography as a discipline focuses upon the two-year
college transfer student much more than it does upon the terminal student. The
panel, aware of recommendations from interested professionals from both the two-
and four-year institutions, recognizes that what exists is not necessarily what should
be. Most two.year schools service mere terminal students than transfers, yet in some
large-city institutions as many as ninety percent of the entering students plan to
transfer to a four-year school.

Thus the dilemma remains. Should the themes developed and principles and facts
presented in introductory courses provide for the general education of the transfer
student, the terminal student, or both? Should the material be oriented to
processional needs of students earning baccalaureates rather than toward general
education? Should this be accomplished through differing courses or in single
courses? The themes and ideas developed in practice, primarily for the transfer
student, are treated separately in this chapter under four course headings. But before
proceeding to these, it is important to examine some other considerations.

THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF THE TERMINAL STUDENT

Many themes of a geographical nature could be developed for the general
education of the terminal student. They could be included in a more generalized
version of existing transfer courses, or in a separate course designed to provide
material more relevant for the terminal student. Some examples might include
generalized and less rigorous courses in world resources, ecological patterns of earth
environments, geography and world affairs, or political patterns in urban systems.
One two-year school in California requires a "world patterns" general education
course as a part of a terminal program for potential stewardesses and other air lines
employees. Another program includes a dual purpose course in urban political
patterns, suitable for both the transfer and the terminal student.

Various writers proposed new viewpoints and themes for college geography in
Publication No. 5 of the Commission on College Geography series. One of the writers
noted that urbanism was an extremely pertinent research and teaching area in today's
society.' This theme could, for example, be combined with political geography to
produce a course of great general education value. There is undoubtedly sufficient
material both from geography and from other disciplines to organize an urban
political course. With the increasingly urban character of our society, urban
environments rate a high priority as objects of research with theoretical and practical
applications. This urban focus would be relevant for the transfer student as well as
for those majoring in such terminal areas as auto mechanics, architectural drawing,
and cosmetology. All future citizens of our expanding urban complexes need to
understand better the various approaches to problems of air pollution, slum and
ghetto conditions, zoning ordinances, commuter versus rapid transit facilities, and
similar problems with which they will be confronted as citizens. These are problems
of increasing magnitude and complexity, and geographers are making contributions

1. Robert B. Mc Nee, "A Proposal for a New Geography Course for Liberal Education:
Introduction to Geographic Behavior," New Approaches In Introductory College Geography
Courses, (Washington : Commission on College Geography, Association of American Geogra-
phers, 1967), P-20.
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toward a better understanding of them. If one accepts the idea that our survival
depends upon an enlightened and literate citizenry, then such a course might be most
appropriate at the freshman level. It could provide an exciting, contemporary, and
pragmatic approach to geography.

There are other appropriate themes in introductory geography courses for the
professional education of the terminal student. These could include materials
pertaining to cartography, urban and regional planning, urban redevelopment and
public housing, recreation, travel planning, and conservation. One of the more
elaborate geography programs in a two-year school is the one at San Bernardino
Valley College in California which includes separate certificate programs in urban
redevelopment-public housing and urban regional planning, as well as programs in
both geography and cartography fully capable of placing terminal students as well as
transfers. San Bernardino Valley College's program provides an unusually
encouraging example. Since the terminal student is still in the majority in most
two-year colleges, geography should make a greater endeavor to serve his needs. At
the same time, the purpose of such courses should be spelled out in the catalog in
order to minimize the problems of articulation.

THE ARTICULATION CHALLENGE

The problems of articulation are many, as the articulation is among many and
varied parties. Much of the articulation involving the two-year college is with related
secondary institutions. Nevertheless, it is with articulation between two-year colleges
and those four-year institutions receiving the transfers from the two-year schools that
the panel is most concerned.

There are not enough data from schools with terminal courses to provide an
accurate indication of the interplay with business and other elements of the
community. From the few terminal programs mentioned, it does appear they have
been built on successful articulation. Getting into the community to ascertain what
skills are needed is evidently as important as letting the community know what kind
of training is offered. What to do with general education for the terminal student is
quite another rpiestion. Similar questions and problems relate to articulation between
the two- and four-year schools. An example is from California, where two-year
colleges have recently been able to create their own requirements for transferable
general education, rather than to accept the plans adopted by the four-year
institutions. This reversal of the usual pattern came about after the public
commitment became one in which the two-year college was to play the major role
for the first two years of the four-year publicly supported programs. Prior to that
time, the two-year partner in the articulating process was a follower rather than a
leader.

Those states that have adopted the principle of the California plan for higher
education have occasionally witnessed a similar reluctance for the two-year college to
follow only the four-year college plans, particularly where the two-year colleges are
getting the bulk of the lower division enrollments that are supported by public funds.
The traditional articulation of four -year institutions setting the pattern for geography
offerings with their requirements for the baccalaureate degree, and with the
two-year colleges endeavoring to fulfill their share of curriculum, is now being
challenged. Cooperation between the two parties is still the basic ingredient, whether
the articulation is traditional or not.

Articulation between the ;wo- and four-year colleges is best exemplified by the
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concern over jest what constitutes appropriate introductory material in geography.
Just as is shown in the second section of this report, and as earlier publications of the
Commission on College Geography have indicated, there is no universal agreement on
the content and scope of introductory courses. Perhaps this stems from the general
difficulty in defining the field. In a short but provocative article published in the
Journal of Geography in 1964, William Pattison outlined four traditions of
geography "whose identification provides an alternative to the competing monistic
definitions that have been the geographer's lot."2 Pattison goes on to express the
hope that such a "pluralistic basis for judgment promises, by full accommodation of
what geographers do and by plain spoken representation thereof, to greatly expedite
the task of maintaining an alliance between professional geography and pedagogical
geography and at the same time to promote communication with laymen."3

The four traditions as discussei by Pattison are I) a spatial tradition, 2) an area
studies tradition, 3) a man-land tradition, and 4) an earth science tradition. Under
the spatial tradition the "true essentials" of this tradition are identified as "geometry
and movement" and he points to the long-standing interest in dista,xe, form,
direction, and position. Next the early roots of the area studies or regional tradition
are associated with Strabo's Geography and the significance of this tradition to
American geography is emphasized. The man-land or ecological tradition of
geography is characterized by Pattison as having a particularly strong appeal to those
who teach geography, and that there is widespread acceptance among laymen "of
learning that centers on resource use and conservation." Lastly, the earth-science
tradition played a most significant role in American geography during the first part
of this century.4 Although today the number of professional geographers specializing
in physical geography has declined greatly relative to those working in other
specialities, physical geography remains a "bread and butter" course at many colleges
and universities and it behooves all geographers to respect the contribution that
physical geography can make to the discipline as a whole.

TRENDS AND THEMES IN COURSE CONTENT

The panel has chosen to examine in detail trends and themes in content of the
four courses most commonly offered in the two-year colleges. The assumption is that
improvements and changes will have to come within the framework of these four
coursesat least in the foreseeable future. It is hoped that the themes here discussed,
and suggestions offered, will be of use to junior college instructors who are anxious
to keep abreast of changes in the scope and content of geography.

Each of Pattison's four facets of geography are found in the two-year colleges. In
some parts of the country the introductor:' courses most widely in use is world
regional geography. In other states physical geography is more popular. In still others
cultural and economic geography is more commonly taught, often with an emphasis
on the ecological and/or spatial orientation. The four courses that the panel has
chosen as representative were not sele:ted with the four traditions of Pattison in
mind, but rather the reverse. The four traditions seemed the best vehicle to express
the panel's previously determined courses, which were in turn formulated as a result
of this survey.

2. William D. Pattison, "The Four Traditions of Geography,"Journal of Geography, Vol. 63,
May 1964, pp. 211.216.

3. Ibid., p. 211.
4. Ibid., pp. 214-215.
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The four courses will be discussed in Pattison's sequence, which is different from
frequency of course occurrences in the two-year colleges. Thus economic geography is
placed in the spatial tradition, the world regional course indicates some aspects of the
area studies tradition, the man-land tradition molds the beginning cultural course, the
earth-science tradition rather closely parallels the physical geography course. As the
tradition concept indicates interweaving in the past, each course has some common
threads with the others, and any individual beginning course may include more of
another tradition than is represented here.

Economic Geography

Economic geography constitutes one of the broad divisions of the field of
geography, and it is appropriate that it is often offered as one of the basic,
introductory-level courses in the geography curricula of two-year colleges. The scope
of economic geography has been variously defined. McCarty and Lindberg describe it
as "a field that is concerned with the location and distribution of the economic
activities of mankind."5 According to Alexander, "Economic geography is the study
of areal variation on the earth's surface in man's activities related to producing,
exchanging, and consuming wealth."6 Thoman provides a somewhat broader
definition, namely that economic geography "exists as a subject of study chiefly
because of a need to recognize and understand more fully location and functioning
of economic activity in a world that varies conspicuously from place to place in both
human and natural features."7

The establishment of specific, clearly understood objectives is an important
element in the success of any course. It is particularly relevant for those handling
introductory economic geography because of the changing approach to the study of
the subject. While this change is currently most evident in the research work of
professional geographers, it will inevitably affect the organization of courses at all
instructional levels.

As a result of the current transition in the character of economic geography, there
now exist two rather fundamentally different approaches to the teaching of freshmen
or introductory -level courses. On one hand is the traditional approach wherein there
is systematic world coverage of the location and function of major economic
activities. On the other hand is a new emphasis on concepts, principles, methods, and
issues relevant to an examination of the location of economic activities. In the
two-year colleges the traditional "world coverage" approach dominates. This is not
surprising since most of the textbooks are organized in this manner. These same
conventional courses are also common in the senior colleges and universities,
especially in those institutions now or formerly oriented to teacher-training. But in
the major universities there is a clear trend in the direction of more analytical courses
which encourage students to examine critically a locational question. There is also a
trend toward a focus on issues relevant to our present society. It is thus appropriate
to evaluate briefly the strengths and weaknesses of each approach and to note the
opportunity for a compromise, evolutionary approach building on to the best of the
past.

5. Harold H. McCarty and James E. Lindberg, A Preface to Economic Geography,
( Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1966), p.v.

6. John W. Alexander, Economic Geography, (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 9.
7. Richard S. Thoman, Edgar C. Conk ling, and Maurice H. Yeates, The Geography of

Economic Activity, second edition (Nev, York: McGraw-Hill, 1968), p. vii.
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The traditional introductory course in economic geography examines the
distribution of economic activity, by major categories, for the world as a whole. This
is the so-called "commodity approach" which has endured for more than four
decades. Agriculture, mining, and manufacturing are emphasized. More attention
should be given the services sector (trade, finance, recreation, etc.), geographic
differences in income levels (e.g., the geography of poverty), and the structure of the
labor force. For each item or product there is a discussion of major locations,
sometimes country by country, with a brief analysis of why that activity is located
there and the significance of its being there. Consideration is given to the
relationships between such things as climate and grain production, coal and steel
mills, and labor costs and textiles. In the case of some industries the manufacturing
process itself is examined in detail. There are a number of textbooks from which one
can choose.

There are some grounds for questioning the traditional approach. To discuss the
location and function of all the world's major economic activities in one semester is a
highly presumptuous task. Some geographers disparagingly describe it as "around the
world in 80 days." It may not provide the student with the tools required for more
sophisticated work in locational analysis. In moving from one country and one
commodity to another, both lectures and textbooks tend to emphasize facts rather
than to cultivate reason and analysis.

The conventional courses can be defended on a number of points. Freshman
students may have little or no comprehension of the world around them, and a broad
survey covering the world may provide them with a kind of framework useful for
placing things in their proper global setting. Also, for some students this may be the
only geography course they ever take, and therefore this is the one opportunity to
give them some appreciation of the world's economic diversity. For many students a
survey of foreign areas and their economic activities makes very fascinating reading.
In those instances where the instructor can draw on his own personal experience
abroad, the lectures can be highly stimulating and may encourage some students
(especially those with a natural wanderlust) to consider majoring in geography or
foreign area studies. Furthermore, one can argue that if students are going on to do
work in geography it is essential that they have a certain reservoir of factual
knowledge about world patterns of economic activity. This is similar to the kind of
reasoning employed by history teachers in their insistence on a solid factual
background.

In the final analysis it is, as in any course, up to the instructor to make a course
interesting and intellectually meaningful. A teacher who takes advantage of
opportunities to emphasize concepts and principles, and who focuses on selected case
examples for in-depth analyses, can certainly produce a course that all would
consider worthwhile. But the instructorperhaps with little training in

geographywho relies heavily on one of the more encyclopedic textbooks is not
likely to stimulate more than a handful of students.

The trend today is toward a more conceptually oriented introductory course
wherein the emphasis is on methods of examination, principles, and theory relevant
to understanding the location of economic activity. This change in thinking has come
in conjunction with the quantitative-theoretical revolution which has affected the
geographic discipline since about 1955. In this same period we have seen the other
social sciences (history excepted) swing away sharply from the largely empirical
examination of individual situations. The concern now is with concepts, principles,
and theory applicable to the general case. It is reasoned that this approach provides a
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better basis for understanding the underlying factors governing individual situations.
For example, one might read, "Pittsburgh, favorably located in the western

Pennsylvania coal fields at the junction of the Monongahela and Allegheny Rivers,
has been a leading steel center for a century." This is a statement of fact, but does
little to provide the student with a conceptual framework for evaluating the location.
More meaningful would be the statement, industry requiring four tons of
material A for each two tons of material' B to produce one ton of product C will, out
of consideration of transport inputs, find itself drawn to location A. Such was the
case in the early days of the steel industry; many steel centers (e.g. Pittsburgh, the
Ruhr, Donbas) developed at natural transportation junctions within or adjacent to
areas producing coal (material A) and relied on importing their ores (material B)."
The latter statement embraces the concept of locational pull and the principle of
weight reduction, and it considers Pittsburgh not as a unique situation but as one of
several examples of the general case. Such an approach will assist students to reason
logically a locational problem and organize their thoughts around a selected group of
ideas.

The new approach places a greater burden on the instructor. It places a greater
burden on college administrations to find qualified instructors. It absolutely
behooves the instructor to illustrate concepts and principles with numerous
examples, preferably drawn from the local area, which enable students to readily
associate lecture material with the real world. The course likely requires a person
who has been trained in geography and has had at least sonic basic economics. To
expect a history major with six hours of geography credits to teach the course makes
no more sense than asking a geography major, with a year of freshman physics, to
teach a meaningful course in introductory physics. Reinforcing the necessity for a
well trained teacher is a textbook problem. At present there are very few books,
satisfactory as introductory texts, which incorporate the ideas and themes of the
"new approach."8 A list of required reading materials, manly articles in journals,
could serve as a substitute for a text. The instructor will likely have to develop
lectures and activities independent from any one textbook. To guide the instructor in
the development of a course outline are a number of useful studies, in particular
those developed under the aegis of the Association of American Geographers by the
Commission on College Geography and the High School Geography Project.9 It is
not within the scope of this presentation, nor should it be, to present a specific
outline or to suggest what topics ought to be covered. Rather, it is the responsibility
of each instructor to develop his own outline in accordance with his abilities and the
needs of his institution.

What about a compromise approach, building on the best of the traditional
geography and incorporating the spirit and content of the new? The above discussion
of the strengths and weaknesses of the old and new paths suggests some possibilities

8. Some examples which the instructor will want to consider include McCarty and Lindberg,
op. cit.; Thoman, et al. op. cit., and Richard L. Morrill, Spatial Organization of Society,
(Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1970).

9. In particular see, New Approaches in Introductory College Geography Courses,(Washington:
Commission on College Geography, Association of American Geographers, 1967); introductory
Geography, Viewpoints and Themes, (Washington: Commission on College Geography,
Association of American Geographers, 1967); A Systems Analytic Approach to Economic
Geography, (Washington: Commission on College Geography, Association of American
Geographers, 1968); and Geography in an Urban Age, High School Geography Project Unit 11:
Manufacturing and Agricultire, (New York: Macmillan, 1969).
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for this. Taking a practical point of view, it is realistic to think in terms of a course
which could use one of the existing textbooks, and a course which could be handled
by most of those now teaching economic geography in the two-year colleges. The
transition to a more analytic economic geography is necessarily evolutionary:
instructors cannot logically be expected to recast their courses overnight, and even if
they were inclined to do so, they still have to contend with curriculum committees
and school administrators in effecting substantial changes.

All geographers would agree that it is important for students to have some factual
knowledge about the world around them. But the acquisition of these facts should
not be an end in itself, but rather a by-product of discussions emphasizing an
analytical and conceptual approach. The facts acquired, if presented in the context
of some general principle or theory, would seem to have more meaning and
presumably enjoy a longer retention span. For example, settlement patterns in
selicted world areas could be examined within the framework of central place theory
and the rank-size "rule." The textile industry should be noted in the discussion of
labor-intensive industries and the locationai pull of lower-wage labor.

What is needed is a textbook which presents factual material concerning the
world's economic geography in conjuction with concepts, principles, theory, and
methods of analysis.' u Furthermore, the material should be presented at a level at
which the instructor and the students can handle it. Some of the new texts,
purportedly introductory, in fact require a degree of sophistication in statistics and
economics which we cannot assume are possessed by most students and instructors,
whether at two-year or four-year schools. New and improved textbooks will
inevitably appear in coming years, but it v. ill likely still be up to the instructor to
develop course materials designed to supplement rather than to parallel existing
reading assignments.

An introductory economic geography course can be made more relevant by
examining the geographic dimension of some of the nation's economic problems.
Some of these are inevitably interrelated with the great social issues of the day. Is the
heavy concentration of manufacturing in or near big cities economically or socially
desirable? Should the Federal government attempt to achieve a more "even"
geographic distribution of defense spending? Why is Appalachia poor? What can be
done to encourage more industry to locate in rural areas so as to reduce
out-migration to the big-city ghettoes? All of these topics are ones in which the
element of geography is important, and to whose understanding the geographer can
make an important contribution. Each of these topics is extremely relevant, and is
likely to command the interest of students. Students vuutt to know more about these
issues.

There are exciting opportunities for improving introductory economic geography
courses and expanding their role in the liberal education of two-year college students.
A compromise view on the teaching of introductory economic geography constitutes
a practical, evolutionary approach to meeting the on-going challenge of changing
student needs and the shifting focus within the field of geography.

World Regional Geography

Use of the regional approach in the teaching of geography has been widely used

10. To date,Thoman, et al. op. cir., have probably come closer to achieving this objective than
other textbook authors.
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and often much abused. The popularity of regional geography actually contributed
significantly to the total development of the discipline in this country as well as in
western Europe. In recent years, however, widespread criticism of regional
geography has led some to reconsider its position in general education. But this
criticism has been aimed more at the graduate level than at the lower division one.
One such critic was C. Warren Thornthwaite in his 1961 presidential address to the
Association of American Geographers."

In undergraduate programs in geography regional courses and the use of an
introductory course in world regional geography are still common and often
constitute the principal framework of the geography curriculum at many two- and
four-year colleges and universities. At the elementary and secondary school levels
regional geography dominates the scene and will probably continue to do so for
sometime. This situation prevails in spite of significant efforts to develop new
curriculum materials for a topical study of geography at the secondary school level.

In reviewing the survey data presented in Table II of this report, it is hard to
identify any one part of the country as the stronghold for the use of the world
regional approach for the introductory course in geography. Among the North
Atlantic States two-year colleges in Pennsylvania show a strong preference for a
world regional course. In the Great Lakes and Plains States, Illinois makes widespread
use of the world regional course as does Michigan, although in the latter state
physical geography is more frequently used. In the Southeast the two-year colleges of
Florida are using the world regional course much more commonly than physical
geography, which is next in importance. In the West and Southwest world regional
geography is being used by at least 18 two-year colleges in California alone, but
physical geography is far more widely used in that state.

What does the world regional course have to offer in the curriculum of the
two-year college? How does such an approach to the study of geography fit into the
present and future hierarchy of geographic education? How can the world regional
approach be improved as an introductory course in geography for the two-year
colleges? Constructive answers to these questions are needed in order that more
meaningful decisions can be made in adopting geography courses for use in either an
individual two-year college or in a system of such colleges.

As presently taught both in two- and four-year colleges, the world regional course
is sometimes only an inventory of physical, political, economic, social, and other
characteristics of large areas of the world, which when studied more closely do not
really "hang together" effectively in a meaningful regional framework. This
"encyclopedic description" approach is found in regional geography at all levels of
geographic education from elementary, through secondary, and at both introductory
and advanced course levels in colleges and universities. If such an approach can be
replaced with a more provocative emphasis, for example, upon the study of
"processes of regional formation and development,"12 then the introductory cc urse
in world regional geography will continue to be the important course that it has been
in the past.

The student who takes geography as a general education course should acquire an
understanding of such matters as:

11. C. Warren Thornthwaite, "The Task Ahead," Annals, Association of American Geogra-
phers, Vol. 51, December 1961,p. 345.

12. Norton S. Ginsburg, "On Regional and Other Geographies," Introductory Geography,
Viewpoints and Themes,op. cit., p. 110.
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1) The content of the world, systematized into meaningful categories and
patterns;

2) The concept of environment: its physical, biotic, and cultural elements;
3) The diversity and distribution of environments as spatial arrangements, over

the earth's surface;
4) Ecologic processes that tend to increase productivity or that tend toward

deterioration of environment;
5) Cultural processes of invention, diffusion, culture diversification or cultural

convergence in man's perception and use of space,' 3
Of course, present courses in world regional geography have not neglected these
contributions which geography can make to learning. However, the time has come
when the emphasis on concepts and ideas must take priority over the inventory
approach in a world regional course.

In elementary and secondary schools the world regional approach has been widely
used throughout the United States and will probably continue to be the main type of
geography course taught at those levels for sometime in the future. However, the
High School Geography Project has developed a new course with a topical rather
than a regional orientation and it is being used in some secondary schools. If a more
meaningful hierarchy of geographic education is to evolve in this country, some
revisions and adjustments in introductory courses in two- and four-year colleges will
need to be made.

An exan.ination of textbooks currently available for use in introductory courses
in world regional geography reveals that the organization and theme of these texts
closely parallel textbooks in use at the elementary and secondary levels in world
regional geography. In the preface of a secondary school text, Our World and Its
Peoples, stress is placed on three fundamental geographic themes: I) man's
adjustment to his environment; 2) man's modification of his environment; and 3) the
relationship between geography and the contemporary scene.14 A college text with
the title Regional Geography of the World "seeks to assist college and university
students in acquiring certain basic ideas and supporting facts about contemporary
world geography which a person with a college education might reasonably be
expected to know."15

Organizationally, world regional geography texts currently in use have for the
most part relied on one of three basic approaches to regionalization on a world scale.
At present the culture-region approach seems to be more commonly used. Thus a
regional nomenclature consisting of such names as Latin America and Anglo-America
has had widespread acceptance. Formerly a physical-region framework (mainly
climatic) was in common use and is still used today in some texts for world regional
geography. Such a physical framework uses such regional categories as dry lands,
tropical forest lands, and polar lands. In the preface to One World Divided, Preston
James states that the eleven culture regions which he uses are really "a geographic
hypothesis." He emphasizes that the characteristics of a region are most clearly
defined at its core rather than at the peripheries. James makes the assumption that the

13. Report of the Geography Advisory Panel to the Statewide Social Sciences Study
Committee on Improving the Education of Teachers of Geography, (Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1967), p. 2.

14. Edward R. Kolevzor' and John A. Heine, Our World and Its People, (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1965), pp. 5-6.

15. Jesse H. Wheeler, Jr., Trenton Kostbade, and Richard S. Thoman, Regional Geography of
the World, Third Edition, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969), p. v.
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division of the world into these eleven culture regions will "serve to illuminate rather
than obscure the nature of the processes of change that are at work."16 The third
approach used in world regional geography has employed the theme of regional
development and has surveyed the world from that perspective, sometimes with a
theoretical emphasis.

Retention of similar themes and comparable regional components at different
levels in education has merit provided there is a sufficiently valid increase in the level
of sophistication at which the concepts, ideas, and supporting facts are presented.
Has the introductory world regional course as taught in the two- and four-year
colleges kept pace with the rising expectations of students who are entering colleges
and universities today? Is the student who has used an elementary text, At Home
Around the World; or junior or senior high school texts called The World Around Us,
The Wide World, Our World and Its Peoples, or Geography and World Affairs, for
example, likely to find an exciting new approach in studying a third time from such
college level texts as One World Divided, World Regional Geography, Man and the
Land, culture Worlds, and Regional Geography of the Work'?" Perhaps for many
students the answer is "yes," but for many more the answer may very well be "no."
With good teaching, a good supporting library, and stimulating activities, courses in
world regional geography can provide a very meaningful introduction to geography at
the college level. Of course, any introductory course is enhanced by good teaching
and a good library, but the college-level course in world regional geography seems
particularly vulnerable to criticism from alert students who may view it at best only a
review of their secondary or even elementary level courses. Is there then a way to
retain the strengths of the world regional introductory course in two- and four-year
colleges and at the same time eliminate some of its weaknesses?

Under the auspices of the Commission on College Geography, Ann Larimore has
prepared art outline for a course in world regional geography.18 Outlines for the
course have been precared for a one quarter, a one semester and a two-semester
course. Her approach to world regional geography seeks to retain the "intellectual
tradition" of the introductory course in world regional geography but places much
greater emphasis upon "processes of regional formation and development."

When considering the place of geography in the general or liberal education
framework of the two-year college program, a course in world regional geography
must be considered primarily as a liberal education course rather than as the first or
introductory course required for a geography major. If this premise is accepted, then
the world regional course does not have to satisfy sets of conflicting objectives. When

16. Preston E. James, One World Divided: A Geographer Looks at the Modern World, (New
York: Blaisdell Publishing Company, 1964), p. viii.

17. Delia Goetz, At Home Around the World (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1965), Z. A.
Thralls and E. L. Biller, The World Around L's, (New York: Ilarcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1965), Preston F. James and Nelda Davis, The Wide World.' A Geography, (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1962), Edward R. Kolevzon and John A. Heine, Our World and Its Peoples,
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1965). pp. 5-6, Stephen B. Jones and Marion Fisher Murphy,
Geography and World Affairs, (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 19651, Preston F. James,
One World Divided: A Geographer Looks at the Modern World, (New York: Blaisdell Publishing
Company, 1964), Oliver H. Heintzt.. -Ian and Richard M. Highsmith, Jr., World Regional
Geography, Thi+d Edition, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hail Inc., 1967), George F.
Carter, Man and the Land: A Cultural Geography, Second Edition, (New York: 11011, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1968), Richard Joel Russetl Fred Bowerman Kniffen, and Evelyn Lord Pruitt,
Culture Worlds, (Nem. York: The Macmillan Company, 1969), and Jesse H. Wheeler, Jr., Trenton
Kostbade, and Richard S. Thoman, R (*oh al Geography of the World, Third Edition, (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969).

18. Ann E. Larimore, The World Regional Geography Course: Alternative Approaches",
New Approaches in Introductory College Geography Courses, op. cit., pp. 39-109.
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properly organized and effectively presented, a world regional geography course can
be used to fulfill geography's place in general education. In an earlier report dealing
with Geography in Undergraduate Liberal Education, Chauncy Harris sets forth the
following role for geography:

A liberal education should develop in each individual the realization that
his own country, region, and ethnic, religious, or linguistic group is but
one among many, each with differing characteristics, and that other
countries, regions, or social groups are not necessarily queer, or it.
rational, or inferior. It may be argued that one cannot see his own
vutiii1iy and cultuie in perspective until he has studied other lands and
peoples. Only then can one realize that his own civilization is but one of
a family of civilizations with common elements yet distinctive character-
istics, evolving through lime from common antecedents with differentia-
tion but with much cultural borrowing, facing similar problems yet with
particular combinations of attitudes. policies, technologies, climates,
sods, minerals, and evolved economic systems.I9

In presenting the conceptual framework for the World Regional Geography course
Larimore makes the following arguments for a course which she hopes will con-
tribute to a revitalization of world regional geography in liberal education:

This course is based on the concurrent analysis of the development and
persistence of regions formed by the interaction of universal geographic
processes. The course directs primary attention to three kinds of regions,
all products of human behavior interacting with the natural environment:
those resulting from (I) the innovation and diffusion of cultural patterns,
(2) the functioning of areas of organization, (3) the operation of resource
utilization (livelihood activities) systems. Such regional analysis must
necessarily treat causative geographic processes so that the student
appreciates their coniintrous operation through lime as well as the vary
ing current manifestations of their global nature, Each process would not
necessarily have equal priority for discussion but nevertheless each
warrants inclusion. To provide an explicit conceptual overview for the
course, these process 's would he treated systematically and their global
patterns would be described at the beginning of the course.
The region has consistently been used as a prime organizing concept in
teaching geography. This cotmise aims to integrate the concept of the
region and the concept of geographical processes by using only regions
which may be identified as resulting from the interaction of specific
processes. Regions thus are areas defined by the occurrence of a measura-
ble concentration of phenomena (uniformthomogeneotis/formal regions)
or by a measurable focusing of movement flows (nodaliunctional
regions). Such concentrations whether of specific phenomena or of
focused nnvements are considered to he always in a state of change so
that regions are not static nor necessarily enduring phenomena. Such
regions thus may be considered to form, persist, and possibly to
disintegrate; consequently, they may be genetically analyzed. The
conceptual basis for the intellectual organization of this course is to he
found m this process of regional formation by the global interaction of
geographical proeesses .2°

19. thaulity tn. Hort', "11,e Ceoparlik Stud) of 1 mitt n Aron and Cidtistet in I_ &vial
I Joralkin." Geerraphy fir riodrtgroJustr I 011/4071 1-dvestkot of the GreitrPhy in
I axial 1 ducation Fraje.t tWaAhiftglon: .kootiation of Arricti. in Geoctigilieti. 19hS r, r. 25.
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This new course has been carefully implemented. taught, and evaluated. Further
review and some revision is still contemplated. In spite of some problem:, which were
encountered when the course was first offered, this course in world regional
geography promises to have real merit for use as an introductory geography course in
the liberal or general education program of two-year colleges.

Cultural Geography

Cultural geography, as a survey course, includes the human, cultural, or social
emphasis coupled with the topical or thematic approach .other than a regional one.
As recently as the late 1950's and early 1960's many geography courses that dealt
with human or cultural characteristics (at least those taught on the freshman or
sophomore level) tended toward either a world regional or general introductory
approach. In the latter instance, the material was about equally divided between the
physical and humaa elements of the landscape. In more recent years, however,
cultural geography courses as separate, topical, onesemester courses have increased
in number.

Current trends strengthen the shift from description-environmental types of courses
to a focus that is strongly historical, comparative, and analytical. Dicken and Pitts
state that "Human Geography is ... the study of the origin and distribution of man
and the cultural features with which he is associated."21 Another trend incorporates
the theme of "cultural change." This theme is more "man" oriented, A particular
culture is no longer looked upon as a permanent complex, but rather one that is
constantly modified through time. It is seen as affecting and being affected by
neighboring cultures. Spencer and Thomas make the statement that "In the practice
of cultural geography, the practitioner is apt to take the long view, to be less involved
in the full elaboration of the operational details of a particular system at a particular
time than with the understanding of the spatial and process interrelations of
neighboring systems."22

Emrys Jones moved in the same direction when he emphasired the historical and
cut total factors with the statement, "the relationships which the human geographer
tries to analyre are often between particular groups of men and a man-made environ-
ment; and the latter has been the outcome of other relationships between different
groups of men and a less transformed environment."23

To support the theme of "change," most of the authors of books and articles
dealing with cultural geography over the past decade have tended to concentrate on
Sncli cultural processes as diffusion of innovation, human interaction, and environ-
mental perception. As examples, Brock and Webb devote one chapter to
"Technology: Origins and Diffusion" and another to "Religions: Origins and
Dispersals."1 4 They further spend considerable time discussing changes through time
of the racial and linguistic global patterns resulting form the expansion and

the results of the evaluation have beta published in ;lasting% Wardrop and Gooier,
I:revising Geography Courses: A Alodef wish lilsostrarke A pplicetions, iw a%hington: Commiseion
on College Geography, Association of American Geographers, 19701.

21. Samuel N. Dickers and 'Forrest R. hti s. introduction to Hunan Geography. (Neu York:
Blaisd:11. 19611. p.61-

22. Jcieph F. Spencer and William I.. I hotna s. Irsewl Geography. An F:rolsi floury
introducri,11Th Out lisoreeni,stsl Earth, Iiit* York: W'Aey. 19691. p. S.

23. Fmrys Jones. Homan Geogrephy: An Inlroch Hon ro Alert and His World, (Skis
Praeger, 19661. p. I; .

24. Jan 0. W. Brock and John W. Webb, 1 4;tognphy of Afent 04, Olen York NIGrzs MAE
196131



contraction of centers of power and influence.
Spencer and Thomas point out that "most of the content of each of the world's

cultures has been ... either diffused by migrating peoples who carried with them
their values, ideas, and material goods, or diffused by the borrowing of ideas that one
people learned from another."2 5 They, too, delve into the theme of cultural change
in a section entitled "Cultural Divergence Followed by Cultural Convergence." Thus,
different groups of men representing different cultures are seen as perceiving similar
physical environments in very different ways. Their attitudes are influenced by their
earlier periods of development, as well as by the way they act toward and react to
neighboring cultures.

It may be that the reasons for these recent changes in cultural geography are the
result of failings of older themes and techniques, or possibly the result of increased
knowledge of the past and a growing awareness of man's cultural interaction through
the years. Whatever the reasons might be, it seems they are augmented by an
increasing number of people in the world, by an increase in human interaction with
advancing techniques of communication and transportation, and by a commanding
position of the United States in world affairs.

One further change that may yet develop an additional trend is the move toward
quantitative analysis. Discussions of various methods of locational analysis have
certainly found their way into upper division and graduate training in geography, and
they may in time be incorporated into lower division courses.26

Physical Geography

The earth science tradition within geography is strongly displayed in three of the
states having the largest enrollments in geography. California, Illinois, and Michigan
not only have the largest enrollments in all courses, but they have the largest
dependence upon a physical geography course, usually carrying science credit and
taught in the earth science tradition.

This physical geography course has generally taken the same materials as parallel
courses in the four-year institutions, as indicated in subject matter listings found in
beginning textbooks." Mathematical geography, weather and climate, landforms,
soils, vegetation and occasionally animal life, and water form the topic listings, even
though climate and landforms generally receive the bulk of the treatment. These
materials are, however, used in many ways for many purposes. A sampling of the
goals of physical geography indicates that for the beginning general education
student, the course is designed as a base for cultural studies; as an ecological
framework to indicate the integration of the features of physical geography over the
earth surface; or as a description of distributional patterns over the earth of physical
and biotic phenomena.

When applied to the student continuing in geography, the beginning physical
muse should form the base for later studies of physical and biological processes on
the earth's surface and the interaction of these processes to give spatial variation. The

23. Spencer and Thomas, op. car., p. S9.
26. Peter Haggett, Loettional Analysis in fhomart Geography, (New York: SI. Martin's,

1966).
21. Some examples are: H. M. Kendall. R. M. Cikndinninit. and C. H. Madadden.

lettrother non to Geography, (New York: Harcourt Brace and World, various dales) M. P.
McIntyre, rhyskat Geography, (New York: Ronald Press. 1966); A. N. Sgt./1kt, thfrodyrtlorr to
Nulled Geography, Ohs. York: Wiley, various dates); and G. T. Umatilla, A. H. Robinson. and
V. H. Hammond, Floodamentatt of Musket Geography, INcw York: MtGrast-11111. graticvs dates).
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concept of time, both as a part of process and changing spatial variation, provides
one basis for other geographic enquiry. It is often considered as important as space in
geographic analysis.

This, then, is the geoeral position of the physical geography course today, both as
to general education and to professional work in academic geography. What changes
may be in order, or at leasrteetr-..^2!.., aome physical geographers think the changes
ought to be? Three central themes prevalent today are the environmental unity idea,
with man an integral part of the environmental complex; the idea of explaining
landscape in terms of multiple physical processes; and treating physical geography in
terms of both process and of the geometry of space. These three thematic trends are
perhaps just a few out of many, and before presenting each one in more detail, it can
be noted that they contain elements of each of the other geographic traditions
ecological, regional, and spatial.

The environmental unity idea is not new, but the significance of man's position as
both a modifier of the environment and the recipient of environmental bounty {i.e..
resources) has particular relevance to today's entire student generation, somewhat as
it did to previous generations of geographers. Man and the ecosystem is often a
dominating theme. Perhaps the main differentiation het seen the earth science view
and the one presented as cultural geography is one of approach. The interrelation.
ships existing between man and his natural environment are here viewed from the
standpoint of physical processes. These processes include man as an agent, both
through his willful and unmeditated acts, but nonetheless comparable to any other
physical or biological agent in shaping the variable physical patterns over the earth.
Thus nature takes precedence, and man becomes involved at the process stage rather
titan at if,: environmental evaluation or end stage. Seldom would the entire world be
described using this approach; instead, sample cases would suffice.

The regional tradition, as demonstrated in the physical geography course, focuses
more on the end result of processes at work on the earth's surface. Thus the
description of the areal variation of the physical landscape becomes of major
importance, while landscape change and process is usually relegated to a secohclary
position. This often is presented as environmental variation to set the stage on hick
later human studies ate made. New trends seem to indicate that even here, the variety
of physical landscape are becoming important in their own right, without resorting
to patterns of occupance. Examples are seen in advanced texts emphasizing regional
geomorphology," and will pedlars soon be present at the beginning world physical
geography level. An alternative pattern, presently under study, is to provide a systems
analysis approach for untangling the complexities of any physical region, Thus the
beginning course may become one which analyzes a few of the earth's environments
rather than one attempting to treat them all.

The spatial tradition is perhaps both the oldest and the newest. At least the revival
of quantitative treatment as a tool of spatial research, having bean long Ind in areas
like climatology, is beginning to proliferate rapidly into landform studies, soils
geography, and hydrography. The attempts to study both process and spatial arrange-
ment within the areas of physical geography by utilizing statistical models is

23 W. 1). Thocnbury. Reg fermi GrO*10,141(4, IV di the tnrrec? Seeks, INe ork lk)
19C). ether yet (ions rA Ihh Approach ate, 11.13.Atwocx1. the thr sAvraphii esr,rrhicet of or rh
Artertne. 11knIon: (linn, 1940). N. M.1 C111CRUIll, rhfrtiograpky if Vattern t'aired Peres itirk
Yank 1938).



increasing. The signs are dear, and sections of one beginning text certainly bear this
out.29 It is perhaps another attempt to blend the old with the new, or perhaps to
phase in some of the new within the framework of the old. It hasn't caught on as yet,
but many publishers are evidently feeling out the market for such beginning texts.
Time will tell,

The dependence upon basic elements continues, regardless of tradition or new
wrinkles. Geographers who have for so long been interdisciplinary in outlook are now
finding a rapid number of new scientists crossing the disciplinary barriers, often to
create new disciplines but also forming a vast new reservoir of workers with interests
coinciding in part with those of geographers. Let this be a welcome challenge to the
rich heritage of the physical geography basic course in the twoyear college,

29. Strahlcr, op. cit.
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INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS

TRAINING AND STAFFING

The accelerating demand for educational opportunities beyond secondary school,
along with peak numbers of college age persons, has created a major crisis in training
professionally qualified staff for two-year colleges. The problem is particularly acute
since they are often in competition with secondary schools and four-year colleges for
instructional personnel. Not only is there a crucial need for more instructors, but
even more critical is the existing problem of quality.'

Geographers who are qualified and available to teach in the two-year colleges are
relatively scarce compared with those in other fields like history and political science.
The subordinate place of geography in the curriculum of most of the two-year
colleges further compounds the staffing problem in geography. Since a lessthan full
teaching load in geography is the rule, one of two alternatives is usually available to
the two-year college administrator in providing geography courses: I) a person
trained in another discipline who has only limited training in geography is asked to
teach geography, or 2) a person who is well-trained in geography is asked to teach
courses other than geography to round out his teaching load. Ideally, courses in
geography should be taught only by instructors fully qualified to teach them, and
geographers should not be required to teach in other disciplines in which they have
had little or no training. But "ideal" conditions are often not obtainable given the 1)
shortage of trained geographers. and 2) limited number of geography courses
offered.

In obtaining well-qualified geographers to meet existing needs, two-year colleges
a:e frequently at a disadvantage when competing for personnel. The dean of
academic instruction at Mid Michigan Community College, who was trained as a
geographer and who has previously taught geography in two-year colleges, aptly
characterizes the existing situation:

Frequently the geography instructor is a crusading "loner" and often a
pedagogical "greenhorn." Characteristically, teaching loads are heavy,
library and other facilities limited, and the possibility of keeping up to
date most remote. Often the "geography instructor" has been obtained
from the local high school, not uncommonly from an allied discipline,
and sometimes with lilac academic training in the subject.2

The geography profession must attack the problem of recruiting and training more
instructors to teach in the two-year colleges, and administrators in many two-year
colleges must work hard to provide the favorable academic climate that will enable
them to hire and to telain qualified insttuctional personnel. This is not a problem
unique to geography, i' is perlyr more pronounced than in other
disciplines where there is a plmtiful supply of applicants.

In surveying the probleti of training, two facets need attention. Pre-service
training needs to be carefully reviewed and regularly evaluated to insure that
prospective instructors of geogaphy are given the kind of training that will make
them as well-qualified as possible to take a nisi teaching assignment in a two-year
college. For those instructors already teaching there is the need to provide adequate
in-service training opportunities to enable them to keep abreast in their discipline and

I. Curtis S. Minton, Jr., "The Preparation of lanlot and Community Colitis* Geography
Intim( tors," /moue of Gengrapty. Vol. 6?, Maul 1965. pp. 156.10.

2. Murton, np. air rt. IS,.
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to carry on dynamic and stimulating teaching.

Pre-Service Training

The minimum qualifications for teaching geography in the two-year college should
include:

I) a viable competency in geography
2) an appreciation for the role and function of two-year colleges
3) an adequate understanding of the learning process
4) a current and effective familiarity with instructional techniques and materials
A competency in geography needed for teaching in a two-year allege can be

acquired most effectively by initially pursuing a program of study in geography to
the completion of the master's degree. Such a program should include a careful
selection of courses that will constitute a major in geography or at least nearly the
equivalent of an undergraduate major. The graduate program for the prospective
instructor in the two-year college should provide a well-rounded background in the
major facets of geography and an opportunity to develop some degree of
specialization in one or more sub-fields of the discipline.

Although undergraduate and graduate programs vary greatly, there is a clearly
discernible common core characteristic of the undergraduate curricula in geography.
A recent survey of undergraduate major programs in American Geography was
completed under the auspices of the Commission on College Geography. From this
survey it was concluded that there was a consensus among professional geographers
that a "basic core of courses" should be required of each undergraduate major
student. In the report of the survey made of departments offering undergraduate
major training in geography the requirements are summarized as follows:

The standard major program in geography in the United States requires
some exposure to an introductory course in 'if algeography, which
often is accompanied by a laboratory and sk die experience in map
interpretation. it is also usual to require an introductory course in the
broad area of humanIc-tilturalleamomic geography, which may be
approached in a variety of fashions. Most departments require the
student to take at least one regional geography course, which may or
may not be a stipulated region. A course in map reading. cartography, or
graphics normally is required, although in some of the larger departments
the student may elect an alternative from a longer list of technique
courses. Many departments consider a field course desirable, and a

capstone course of some sort in the senior year is strongly supported.3

The findings obtained from this recent survey by the Commission on College
Geography are consistent with the recommendations of a Geography Advisory Panel
made in a report to the Statewide Social Sciences Study Committee for the Board of
Education and the Department of Education of the State of California. This panel
made specific recommendations for an essential minimal program of geography for
the prospective teacher of geography at the secondary level. The members of the
panel studying the role of geography in the two-year colleges unanimously concurred
with the general scope and focus of the recommendations for a minimal core
curriculum made by the California Advisory Panel. whkh had a considerable amount

3. t 'ndergradwere Nalco Aogront MGrogropity. 19nR 1%'s+hinllo11: Comtnivion
Geo/why. Ariociatton of Amcri.anGeographcrt. 19h8 I. p S.
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of talent and time for its deliberations.4
The recommended undergraduate core of geography courses for specialized

geography teachers made by the California Advisory Panel, along with appropriate
supporting descriptions of each course, is presented here as a worthy example of an
undergraduate program for the prospective instructor of geography in the two-year
college.

I) Introductory Undergraduate Courses

Otlittral (or Ilumanj Geography

Fundamentals of culture, diffusion, resources, and other man-land perceptions
and appraisals. World patterns of population distribution, ethnic and cultural
diversity, settlement, production and consumption, transport and com-
munications, and territorial organization, with some serious intent to
understand spatial distribution and spatial interaction of economic
phenomena. Generalizations concerning spatial aspects of such human
phenomena as systems of social organization, religion, language, education,
economy, law, and government.

Physical Geography

Fundamentals of the earth's grid, maps, and earth-sun relationships. World
patterns of climate, landforms, drainage, soils, vegetation, earth-materials.
Generalizations concerning spatial aspects of physical-biotk phenomena and
processes, including their interrelation through lime.

2) intermediate and Advanced Undergraduate Courses

Geographic Techniques

The uses and limitation of maps, including the essentials of how modern maps
are prepared. Practice in the interpretation of aerial photographs. topographic
maps, and statistical and other special- purpose maps, including problems
involved with changes in scale. Introduction to the regional idea at the
micro-scale based upon field observation in the local or a neighboring
community, to provide field experience in map and air photo use and checking

4. Report of the Geography Advisory Panel to the Stateside Social Sciences Studs
Committee on Improving the hlusation of Teachers of Geography 4 S).,ramento: California State
0epamment of Education. 1901. the tostet of conference participants vete: Brigham :Arnold.
Sacramento State College; Homer Aschmann. l'nncrsity of California at Rrvercide; pinion
Boutv.ell, Culver City funlot High School; Martha Church. µascot t"olkge. Chamb:rshurg.
Pennsylvania; W. Glenn Cunningham. l os A nreks City College; I y le I . Gibson. California Stale
College at Dosninguer lilts: Clarence 1. Glasken, University of California at Bei-Arley; Carl I
Hansen. 1.'nivetsity of California at Riverside; John I rater Hart. University of Minnesota: brut
Hudson. California State M Dominguea Preston F. lames. Syracuse
Herbert G. i Ariel. California Stale College at Hayward; Fortin Kennamer. The University of
Teicas; Robert A. Kennelly. Calitotnia Stale College at Long Reach. Clyde I . Kohn. the
University of los a. John U. 1 ounshu ry. Atoona State University .11.11. %Carty. The l'niversily
of los a; Charles 0. Moody. California State llepartment of Iducation. Slidori \isht.California
Stale College at los Angeles. A. Wafter Olson. San 1-ramisco State College; I dvard 1. Price.
UltketsitY of Oregon; Donald Reasons. Watsonville High School: Neville V. Seale. University of
Britist: Columbia: Foveph F. Spencer. University of l'aliforrila at t os Angeles.% I . Thomas.

CaliforniaJr.. Slate College at Hayward. George Vakich. High Shoot Geography Project.
Association of American (icor artier', Booklet. Colorasks,
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and to develop an understanding of the interaction of man and his
environment.
Note: "Getting out in the field" is the way a geographer enters his laboratory.
The "field" serves geography in much the same way that laboratory buildings
and equipment serve chemistry and physics or library archives serve history; in
either case, geography's field work is considerably less expensive in capital
outlay. The cost of field work is felt to be a minor consideration relative to the
benefits attained in terms of more accomplished and stimulating teachers.

Exotic Regional Course

In the context of a culture region (or regions) other than the student's own
the United States), the following concepts should be demonstrated:

cultural determinants of environmental perception, man-land relationships, the
time dimension in landscape development, and the regional idea on both
macro- and micro- scales. It is irrelevant which exotic regional course a student
selects to take; presumably the geography curriculum at a college contains
several such courses geared to faculty talents and offered only by those
intimately familiar wit!, the region being studied.

Regional Course United States or California (or some state)

In the context of the student's own culture, the following concepts should be
demonstrated: functioning of social, economic, and political systems in space,
at varying scales; interaction of these with physical and biotic systems in man's
organization of earth space; the region as a holistic system. Model building and
hypothesis testing based upon census data, archival materials, and field
checking also should be incorporated.

A divnteed Physical Geography

By focusing upon systems concepts, this course should provide a basic
understanding of how the various physical systems function and interact in
space to create actual landscapes. the explanatory power of understanding
processes should be emphasized, but the time dimension and the significance
of antecedent conditions also must he included.

Advanced !Italian GetTraphy

A systematic course focused upon an aspect of human living limn a global
viewpoint (e.g., agricultural, settlement, urban, industrial, transportation.
political) in which the course should demonstrate the role that geography, and
geographer;, can play in the analysis and solution of social problems. Field
observations and interviews in the local region on problems deriving from
human maladjustment to physical-biotic processes or from human conflicts
over competitive or incompatible land uses (actual and planned) should
augment classroom instruction.

Pro-Seminar in Geograph.t. for Tntchcrs

Taken at the senior or graduate level, the pro-seminar in geography would
serve both as a philosophical capstone, by way of review and synthesis, and as
a transition to methods courses in education. the content of the hash: course
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(described previously) would be presented at an advanced level to small groups
of students (optimum class size of 16) with adequate time for full discussion,
oral presentations, and class critiques. The prospective teachers would be
assisted in presenting geographic concepts and materials in a comprehensible
fashion to students at all levels, be provided practice in organizing and
conducting field trips, and be introduced to the available geographic literature,
including reference materials, atlases and map collections, professional
journals, travel accounts, and regional novels. Practical utilization of teaching
aids would not be ignored but would not be the dominant purpose.

At the graduate level the prospective instructor of geography in the two-year college
should pursue a program of study which will include some work in each of the
following major areas:S

1) Substantive courses that will provide additional background and under
standings in the major subfield or subfields of geography of most interest to
the student, such as cultural, economic, physical or regional geography.
However, over-specialization in any one sub-field is inconsistent with teaching
assignments likely to be encountered in the two-year colleges.

2) Tool or technique courses such as those dealing milli airphotu interpretation,
cartography, field training, and statistical methods.

3) Ifistoryand philosophy of geography including attention to such issues as the
place of geography in higher education and how geography relates to
interdisciplinary programs.

4) Teaching experience under supervision in introductory course situation, which
will appropriately simulate the reality of the two-year college teaching
situation. Attention should be given to the development of various methods
and techniques which should be Lred by the effective teacher.

5) Research experience is needed to provide the prospective teacher with an
appreciation for the need to develop in students a feel for the importance of
intellectual curiosity and inquiry. Furthermore, every instructor must regularly
carry on research in order to keep abreast of developments in his field of
rpecialization.

In order to obtain a working appreciation of the role and function of the two-year
college and an adequate understanding of the learning process. the prospective
teacher might profit by taking some courses that will help fulfill this need. ('nurses of
this kind are generally available in divisions or colleges of education found in nearly
all institutions engaged in training teachers. In several colleges and universities a
M. nter of Arts or Science in Teaching degree (M.A.T or M.S.1) offers the student
more opportunity to take courses of this kind than when taking the master's degree
requi,ing the completion of a thesis and/or the passing of a foreign language
examination.

It can be argued that an internship in teaching constitutes another integral part of
the graduate program ,01* the prospective instructor of geography in a two-year
college. Frequently the graduate student has not been provided with an effectoe
opportunity to teach under careful supervision. Somehow, in many departments of

3. lobos I . tounshuriy, "Giolvate Preparation for Tealring of Geography in I ieral Arts
Colleges and l.'niveNties," presented at a conference on the Graduate Preparation of Skientisti
for Undergraduate leashing In, liberal Arts olkges and t'nirtakA. organized by the
Aslostorron of Amerk,n Colleges arid supported by the bi_etiona4 kik"! I
Washington. May 2.3. 1969.
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geography, as well as in other disciplines, it has been assumed that good teaching will
just come naturally. More conscious effort is needed to involve graduate students in
teaching. Observation of the teaching of introductory courses by experienced
teachers offers the prospective instructor a chance to get some initial understandings
of what methods, techniques, and materials are effective in a given situation. Of
course the student must realise that the same mix of methods, techniques, and
materials employed by another insutrctor will not necessarily be his most effective
stra tegies.

In order to test out some of the many alternatives that are available, a carefully
planned internship which provides a sequence of different and progressively more
difficult teaching situations may well be advisable. Then the student can do some
actual teaching with an experienced instructor available for counsel and evaluation
concerning the student's progress in mastering the art and science of effective
teaching.

ht-Scrriec Needs

II is difficult to summa rife briefly the needs of the two-year college geography
instructor once he has accepted a teaching position: there arc likely to be as many
combinations of circumstances and attending needs as there are instructors. To begin
14011. these instructors arc frequently "loiters" who find themselves deprived of the
benefit of dialogue with colleagues in their own discipline. They often teach more
than normal loads and, because teaching is the principal activity, little if any time can
be devoted to research. If time is available, many institutions lack extensive library
and other facilities associated with the major centers of higher education. Many
instructors have undertaken no formal graduate course work beyond their degree and
may have been "out of touch" for several years. 1 lie result, all too often, is that the
two-year college geography instructor has not been successful in keeping abreast of
the latest developments in his field.

There are several situations in the two-year colleges that tend to reduce the level
of instruction and the effectiveness of geography within the college curriculum. First,
a large !Wither of instructors of geography in the two-year colleges are not geography
majors and thus have had little or no academic preparation in the subject area. 1 his is
shown clearly in the responses received by the panel to the questionnaires that were
sent out. From the 388 responses received, only 156 instructors indicate having
master's degrees with a geography major. Thus only 40 percent of those teaching
geography at the twx)year college level have what is normally considered the
minimum amount of training for college-level teaching. A number of the
non-geography majors recognised their lack of training and indicated that they had
managed to acquire some additional geography courses at a nearby four-year
institution. The minket indicating such a mow Was not significantly large, however.

Another common problem is that many ge-opaphy instructors. majors and
non-majors. are leaching the subject on a NIIIli13V basic and thus spending some
potion of their time in another subject area Of those responding to the
questionnaires. only III geography instructors t pereenti are spending more than
80 percent of their time teaching geography, hen if one were to assume that all i l I
are geography majors with master's degrees, still only 71 percent of those majors are
teaching geography on the above staled basis.

Geography is a rapidly changiwg field of study, and a geography instructor needs
an of his time to stay abreast of changes in the field and incorporate new concepts
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and ideas into his classroom materials. Thus the above problems ultimately lead to
several unfortunate conditions. Not only are a large number of people teaching
geography who are inadequately trained but there are also those who have the
training in geography and who are teaching in fields where they lark training. This
usually means that the geographer has to spend a great deal of his time in acquiring
the needed information to do a reasonable job in the related subject area. Thus his
geography courses may suffer because of insufficient time to prepare and innovate.

Another common condition is the lack of professionalism. The geography
instructor at the two-year college either has never had any previous contact with the
profession and feels little or no responsibility toward it or if he previously had
contact with the profession he often becomes isolated from it in his junior college
position. Of the 528 instructors who were teaching geography courses in 1968.69,
only 15 percent were members of the Association of American Geographers.

The instructor should take the initiative in joining one or more national, regional,
or state professional organizations for geographers. The national organizations are:
Association of American Geographers with headquarters at 1146 16th Street NA,
Washington, D.C. 20036; National Council for Geographic Fducation, located at 111
West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602; and the American Geographical
Society at 156th Street and Broadway, New York, New York 10032. Each of these
organizations publishes a journal as well as geographical reports each year, which can
be of assistance in keeping abreast oc developments in geographic research and
teaching. Where regional or state societies of professional geogripliers are organized,
the junior college geography instructor will especially be able to make professional
contacts that can aid his professional development.

Two major obligations should be assumed by geographers at lour-year colleges and
universities. First, the departments in the four-year institutions should make an
effort to contact and establish a working relationship with the geography instructors
in the surrounding two-year colleges. Since there are many two-year coll:ge
instructors who have little training in geography and lack contact with the
profession, it is not usual for them to make the initiai contact. The four-year
department C361 act as a professional resource agency from which the junior college
geography instructor can operate. Secondly, there is a distinct need for institutes or
similar programs directed by various four-year colleges in different puts of the
United States. These institutes should be aimed at those two-year college geography
instructors who have a deficiency in their training in geography, and should attempt
to improve the level of instruction in introductory courses in Iwoyear colleges.

A word of caution is in order for those institutions considering such programs.
Proper incentives have to be developed to encourage success, as college credit for
institutes is not always enough. Most two-year colleges base their salary increments
on the number of college credits beyond a master's degree in the instructor's major
field or related fields. This is often interpreted liberally and education courses are
sometimes given credit. This means that many junior college instructors of geography
have probably acquired all of the credits they need to be at or near the top of the
salary schedule. Additional monetary and professional incentives must therefore be
offered.

Two possible programs present a much more personal approach to the exist-
ing in-service needs of the instructor, students, and institutions. One of these
programs is an instructor-exchange program between the two-year colleges and the
universities and/or between and among two-year colleges. This program would serve
as an aid to articulation and as a stimulus to new program development. A second is a
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program providing mate or regional "trouble-shooting" or advisory teams to respond
to the call from an established college wishing to revise its program and facilities or
from a newly created district seeking aid in planning its future program.

Not to be overlooked is the time-honored process of self-study. There arc a
growing number of good books, articles,and monographs available. The A Of the
Association of American Ceographers, the GetwraplthulReriew published by the
American Geographical Society, the Journal of Geography of the Nation:d Council
fur Geographic Education, Economic Geography, the publications of the Commission
on College Geography, and many others can aid the motivated instructor.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES ANL) STRATEGIES

An attempt to introduce certain techniques and strategies that are applicable to a
wide variety of courses and institutional settings seemed appropriate to the panel.
Ilowever, it was felt that the adoption of any instructional technique or strategy is
secondary in priority to the more pressing question of "What are we trying to
accomplish?" Or, more explicitly, "What are the objectives of this course and
secondly, how can they best be achieved?" Unless the objectives of the course are
clearly stated there is no need to select specific techniques.

With the course objectives defined, the geographer is ready to consider the
educational media and modes of instruction that will support the instructor in
achieving the specified goals. In the absence of budgetary and administrative
constraints, the instructor has a large and bewildering array of resource materials
from which to draw. The more traditional educational media include globes, maps,
aerial photographs, slides, sound motion films, charts, models, filmstrips, and study
prints. The utility of these traditional aids in teaching, basic concepts, skills and facts
is widely acknowledged. Two of the aids mentioned, maps and globes, serve variety
of functions and are frequently considered to be the most important educational
media available for classroom use.

In recent years art impressive list of new educational media has joined the armory
of instructional techniques. Many of these innovations currently are being tested and
evaluated, others are undergoing their initial trial, and some have already proven to
be of significant educational value. A partial listing of these media would include
instructional television, the audio-visual-tutorial laboratory, the overhead projector
and transparencies, the single-concept film loop, programmed instruction, and
computer-assisted instruction. In many instances, it would be feasible as well as
beneficial to combine all of the above into a multi-media system for instruction.
However, most two-year and even four-year colleges have neither the faculty,
supportive personnel, nor capital wealth to initiate such comprehensive programs.

Before briefly discussing each medium, a few cautionary comments are in
order. Today, as never before, we have at our disposal a growing array of
sophisticated and costly equipment that inadvertently can be misused. This misuse
may range from the failure to achieve instructional objectives to committing
computers to teaching tasks for which they are not appropriate.

A general prescription for avoiding serious misuse of instructional
facilities has two parts: The materials and equipment should be
designed, selected, and used to serve specific functions of teaching and to
provide the best possible conditions for learning. Second, there should be
a close matching of capacities of the technology with the instructional
requirements. Furthermore, regardless of fashions and fads in educational
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facilities the simplest and most economic..1 equipment that will perform
well the defined and required instructional functions should be
employed. In brief, solving the problem of determining the most
appropriate uses for equipment requires the best matching of functions
and capacities with the demands of instructional tasks.6

Instructional television first gained prominence when educators recogni/ed its
ability to solve certain problems stemming from growing student enrollments and a
relatively static supply of instructors. Employed in this manner, television was used
primarily as a means or multiplying the instructor's audience. As time progressed it
became evident to students and educators that in many cases the use of instructional
television simply to broadcast a lecture was undesirable. Many instructors were
unable or reluctant to change their chalkboard presentation and adopt instructional
techniques that would take full advantage of television's role as a visual and
audio-disseminator of information.

The primary problem confronting insturctional television is that of developing
course materials based on sound objectives that are worthy of televising. A well
executed and pertinent 50-minute television script might well require an input of 15
to 25 hours of the instructor's time. An additional input of 10 to 15 hours
frequently is required for the procurement and construction of illustrative materials
such as maps, charts, photographs, and film clips. Reared in an era of television
spectaculars, many of the students expect something beyond an ordinary classroom
presentation when exposed to this medium. It is somewhat doubtful that a one- or
two-man staff allocated to the teaching of geography at a two-year college can afford
or justify this expenditure of time. An alternative would be to draw on the resources
of the surrounding four-year colleges and universities. Assuming that these
institutions have developed televised materials and are willing to share them, the
shipment of videotapes from one campus to another can be accomplished easily and
inexpensively.

The audio-visual-tutorial laboratory system of instruction is a method of
self-paced independent study that provides each student with the space aid necessary
materials to achieve the learning objectives for a given course. Central to the system
is a series of independent study carrels. As a bare minimum, each booth may be
equipped with a tape player, 35mm. slide projector, screen, maps, charts, and aerial
photographs. The variety of additional options is almost endless, but can include
terminals for computer-assisted instruction and 8mm, motion picture and film loop
projec:ors.

Additional instructional strategies might include a weekly lecture for the total
enrollment or weekly meetings with small sections of the class for discussion
purposes. Ideally, the audio-visual-tutorial system of instruction places the student in
control of the learning pace so that he can adjust it to his needs. Branches in the
system should consider diversity in student backgrounds, capacities, and interests.
Remedial loops should be provided for the slower achiever and branches should be
designed for the gifted student in order that he an by-pass the additional instruction
needed to meet the terminal performance standard. A well designed system of
instruction should provide a continuous feedback of information to both the student
and instructor. Since this method of instruction places the responsibility of learning
directly on the student, it requires considerable self-discipline. Therefore, it is

6. J. W. Thornton and J. W. Brown (eds.), New Media and College Teaching, (Washington:
Department of Audiovisual Instruction, National Education Association, 1968), p. 9.
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essential for both morale and motivation that he be continuously informed about his
progress. Then too, continuous feedback of student performance enables the
instiuctor to discover weaknesses in the system and to initiate changes. For example,
there may be a need to modify the number of learning steps in a given sequence of
instruction or to clarify an instructional objective.

The development of such an instructional system requites large inputs of time,
money, and creativity. Without strong administrative support in the form of released
time financial aid, and operational latitude it is doubtful that the program can
succeed. As an alternative, it ;night be expedient to consider developing one or two
short course segments each semester with a long range view of introducing the
complete instructional program at the end of a two- or three-year period. Such a
procedure would allow ample time for the testing and evaluation of each segment
and spread the cost of procuriii equipment over several years.

The overhead projector with accompanying transparencies is one of the most
versatile, effective, and widely used of all the new or relatively new instructional
media. ro the lecturer in a large auditorium its use is particularly effective. However,
in any circumstance graphs, maps, and charts prepared prior to classroom
presentation frees the instructor from laborious and time-consuming chalkboard
illustrations and lengthy notations of facts, figures, and relationships. In many
instances, relatively inexpensive color transparencies of countries, regions, and
continents can be substituted for wall maps. The overhead projector is particularly
suited for showing the location and distribution of physical and cultural phenomena
on the earth's surface. Its utility is further enhanced when one spatial distribution is
compared visually with another, or to a series of others. A transparency of one base
map and several accompanying overlays can be utilized as a first approximation of
the nature and degree of the relationship between climate, soils, native vegetation,
and use, and population distribution for a given region. A second approximation
with respect to land use and population distribution would necessarily include
examining a host of additional variables. Simple relationships between two variables
can be visually portrayed by scatter diagrams which stimulate student interest in
problem-solving which can lead to more sophisticated techniques. These techniques
in turn can be taught through the use of the overhead projector and accompanying
transparencies.

Currently, there is a wide variety of projecturals available from commercial and
educational sources. Many of these are desiped in consultation with professional
geographers and are of excellent quality. Others are being turned out with little or no
professional guidance and are of dubious value as instructional media in higher
education. Sorting out the well-designed and accurate projecturals from those of
lesser quality and utility can easily be arranged during the free examination period
that most commercial companies offer. On many campukas audio-visual centers
provide the technical skills and equipment for designing and producing transparenceis
at minimal cost. An innovative teacher, equipped with an overhead projector and
appropriate transparencies, can greatly improve his classroom performance and
enhance the learning effectiveness of his students.

Another recent innovation is the Snun. single-concept film loop. In this form,
each film deals with a single concept and normally lasts from three to ten minutes.
These films are ;nom appropriate for independent study. but may be used for
medium-size class instruction. Most of the projectors have earphone or loudspeaker
sound transmitting systems. Commercially produced, these loops are packaged in
plastic containers, are easily installed in the projector, are continuous, and may be
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run over and over again by the student until he feels that he understands the concept,
They require neither threading nor rewinding and may be stopped and :started
anytime. The concepts develi,ped may range from the Coriolis fin ce to the diffusion
of innovation. The film loops May he in black and white or in color. A growing
number of audio-visual departments and interested professor., are developing their
own hint loops rather than purchasing than commercially. In this manner. specific
instructional objectives can be tailored to the need of I par ticular

Programmed instruction in one form or another has been available as an
instructional medium for some time. Until recently, programmed materials were
COI111110111y in hook form or on tapes. Within the last decade the computer has
successfully: invaded the field and the older methods appear to be giving way to this
newer medium of instruction. hi airy event, computer-assisted instruction will he
dealt with separately in this report.

Programmed instruction is a method of self-learning that presents small segments
of instructional material and then challenges the student to demonstrate his
comprehension of the material covered or tire skills involved. It' he fails to achieve the
programmed objective he is "branched" to a remedial loop or roust repeat the initial
material.

In summary, it is evident that programmed learning is a supplement, not
a substitute, for the teacher in person to.person relationships with
students. The role of programmed instruction seems to be primarily that
of providing students with specific learning tasks that can be mastered
economically and efficiently while working alone, There are no longer
questions as to the effectiveness of the various kinds of programs in
teaching factual or repetitive material. 'f he problem of the near future
seems similar to the problem that arose after the invention on printing
and the introduction of the textbook: to ensure an adequate supply of
programs... so that instructors can choose those that are competently
devised and fit well the objectives and outline of their course materials.
Because most instructors will not he expected to )(: competent in
developing programs for their courses, concerted effort will be required
in order to provide the needed software to capitalize on tlie advantages
of this learning technique.?

Use of the computer in ,programmed learning (computer-assisted instruction) has
several distinct advantages over the traditional books and tapes. The computer can be
programmed to distinguish between individuals and can respond to them in different
ways. Although this is a rather involved procedure, om:e done, it is permanent and
can be reused indefinitely. In this manner the computer can select the proper
branching for an individual response.While traditional media can only branch on the
answer to the last question, the computer can look back at previous responses and
branches, and on the basis of any answer, or series of answers, branch in certain
desired ways. Another obvious advantage is that the computer facilitates the rapid
retrieval of information from the data file. The older media used in programmed
instruction lack this capability.

in computer-assisted instruction, the student sitting at an inquiry station,
communicates directly with the computer through an electric typewriter. Using the
typewriter as an input and output device, the computer presents programmed
information, asks questions, analyzes responses, and maintains records of student

7. /hid, p. 68.
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performance. This system of instruction is admirably suited to differentiate and to
consider the rate of invididual learning ability. The computer when properly
programmed can take into account a wide variety of differences in the rate of
learning. In essence, programs in computer-assisted learning are only limited to their
branching structure by the ability, knowledge, and insight of the course author. The
functions of computer-assisted instruction are varied. It may be employed for drill
and diagnosis, for tutorial purposes, or for simulation. A simulation program assumes
that the student possesses necessary skills and concepts and now must apply this
knowledge to simulate a complex situation. In a well-designed simulation program
the student soon learns to modify I:is inputs of structured responses in order to
achieve a successful outcome.

Gordon 'Fielding, an investigator in the use of computerassisted instruction in
geography, states that:

The student is learning within a 'restricted system.' The able student will
proceed rapidly. The less able, through being branched to remedial
sequences, receives additional attention. A similar level of attainment
should be achieved by both although more trials will be entailed for the
latter student. it is in this ability to provide individualized instruction
that the computer excels over the traditional lecture to large numbers of
students. The well written program can distinguish between students
with different backgrounds and abilities and handle them separately so
that ultimately they all understand the concepts and factual information
of the discipline. Few instructors are able or willing to do this in large
introductory courses, and as a result many students are dismayed by the
learning experience. However, CAl offers a new opportunity to provide a
more individualized instruction and to solve pedagogical problems which
the profession now faces.8

A recent publication by the Commission of College Geography on
computerassisted instruction has the comment that:

The comparatively restricted use of computers in instruct:on when
compared with their use in research and in administration is not due
entirely to cost or the unavailability of hardware. Rather it is due largely
to the unavailability of effective course programs. Several campuses have
made computer facilities available for CAI but use has been limited
because of the difficulty in preparing programs which achieve course
objectives. Writing course programs is time-consuming and the learning
achievements frequently disappointing. It has been estimated that it
takes 100 hours to develop one hour of course material for the student at
the terminal.9

"For small institutions...individual chapters of CAI material can be
used to supplement normal course offerings. These chapters can be easily
modified to suit individual requirements and may be taken by students
on their home campus, even if the institution is without a computer
facility. All that is needed are typewriter terminals and telephone line

8. Gordon t. Fietding, "Computer-Assisted Instruction in Geography," Journal of Geography,
Vol. 67, November 1968, pp. 475-476.

9. Association of American Geographers, Computer Assisted Instntetion in Geography,
(Washington:, D.C., 1969), Technical Paper No. 2., p. 3.
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connections to a cooperating computer facility ."111

Recognizing the potential of CAI, the Commission on College Geography
supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation, sponsored a number of
pilot studies at various institutions of higher !earning to develop program units. 'Hie
rationale leading to their development, the specific nature Of the units, and other
pertinent aspects of ('Al are included in technical Paper No, 2, Onnputer Assiwed
Instruction in Geography, published by the Association of American Geographers.
Several additional units are currently being prepared for publication and will be
available for dissemination in the near future.

CLASSROONI EQUIPMENT AND LIBRARY NEL DS

Several conditions influence the nature of the facilities, equipment, and library
holdings that are available for use in teaching geography in the two-year colleges. The
instructor who has been trained in geography, whose teaching load consists mainly of
geography courses, and who has taken time to familiarize colleagues and
administrators with the needs of geography should be in the best ilosition to acquire
a fair share of scarce funds. To aid instructors with little training and teaching
experience in geography, the four-year college experience might be helpful in
obtaining funds. This experience is briefly outlined here and in the ,ppendik:es for
the guidance of instructors, librarians, and administrators in the two-year colleges.
Keen competition for limited funds is assumed.

Recommendations made for the geography classroom are based on the assumption
that the classroom will be used for courses in other disciplines when it is not in use
for geography courses. Thus, in designing and equipping the classroom, flexibility of
use is considered essential. Equipment and library recommendations are made at two
levels: 1) a minimum basic "package" of equipment and library holdings essential
for an effective but small program consisting of one or two geography courses: and 2)
equipment and library materials needed for a more varied program in geography
which provides for I much larger number of students and is staffed with well-trained
geographers who are employed to teach only courses in geography. These
recommendations are presented as guidelines only, and are not meant to be inflexible
lists of standardized materials that must be purchased completely and with definite
priorities of purchase established.

The Geography Classrcnom

As a unit within the social science division, geography is seldom provided with an
arrangement of space and with equipment specifically designed for the effective
teaching of geography courses. The space and furniture needs for geography are not
elaborate or expensive. Arranging and equipping a room for teaching physical
geography with provision for laboratory work presents the biggest problem when
flexibility for other uses must be recognized. A common approach and a good
compromise involves the use of tables and chairs rather than the regular student
armchair.

The need for table space is especially critical for handling physical geography
laboratory sessions in which students will be using topographic maps, air photos,
weather maps and charts. landform models. and other materials that must be placed

10. Fielding, op. cit., p. 480.
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on a table for effective study. EllithefIlltfre, the student will need space for use of a
laboratory manual and a textbook in Lompleting the laboratory assignments. Even
for geography classes not involving a laboratory. tables and chairs are probably Inure
satisfactory than the regular student armchair arrangement, since sheet maps,
inagaiines, atlases, and newspaper articles are often passed around the room.
Students are also required to work on outline maps front lime to time in completing
assignments and in taking examinations.

In order to seat 48 students in a lecture session, a room that is about 40 feet long
and 28 feet wide will he needed if a table and chair arrangement is to be used. It is
assumed that if more than about SO students are to be permitted in a course section,
an auditorium capable of seating a large number of students should he provided. The
room should of course be well lighted, but adequate provision for darkening Ore
room must also be made. A metal or wooden strip for hanging wall maps, charts,
raised relief maps, and other materials should be placed across the entire front of the
room at an appropriate visual level. A similar strip placed Olt one side of the room, if
wall space is available, will permit such commonly used imps as those of the world
and the United States to be kept on the wall. A blackboard extending completely
across the room will provide much greater flexibility in using wall maps and a
projection screen. A bulletin board near the entrance may he desirable.

In furnishing such a room with tables and chairs for seating 48 students, twelve
tables arranged in six rows and each table seating four students for a lecture session
to two students for a laboratory session will be needed. Since laboratory sections
should not have non: than a maximum of about 24 students per section, and 18 is
probably preferable, extra tables will be avaiLibto for the instructor to use for
demonstration purposes in a physical geography' laboratory situation. Twelve tables
24 inches wide, 30 inches high, and 10 feet long can be comfortably accommodated
in a room that is 40 feet long and 28 feet wide. Wider tables would be more desirable
for use of topographic maps but otherwise are generally not needed. Formica tops
are dumb': and provide an ideal working surface. A diagram of this classroom may he
found in Appendix B of this report.

If a course in pitysical geography with a laboratory is included in the curriculum,
the room designed to accommodate 48 students in a lecture session should be
increased in length by an additional 10 feet in order to provide the space needed for
the use and storage of special equipment.

Equipmerrt JO,. the Geography Classroom

There are many different approaches involving a wide range in the expenditure of
funds for equipping a geography classroom even when only introductory level
courses are being taught. Equipping a classroom for the effective teaching of physical
geography with a laboratory experience will be more expensive than equipping the
classroom for such courses as regional, economic, or cultural geography. As a guide
to the purchase of equipment for the geography classroom, a list of items generally
considered essential by geographers along with approximate prices is given in
Appendix C. A second list of additional items commonly used in the teaching of
physical geography with a laboratory is also presented in Appendix C. In using these
lists as a guide for the purchase of equipment, each geography instructor should
review his probable needs carefully in relation to the courses which he is teaching and
the teaching methods and techniques he employs. Blanket purchase of all items is not
necessarily recommended. Several of the basic items listed are also commonly used in
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courses other than geography. Such common equipment items as the slide motion
picture, and overhead projectors have been listed to emphasize the fact i hat for many
geography instructors such items are absolutely essential for effective teaching.

Some instructors will make much more use of globes and wall maps than will
others. However, many instructors are now substituting nap slides or transparencies
for the wall map. Such materials have the advantage of showing specifically those
places or phenomena that are being stressed in class. Yet there are many occasions
when a good wall map is a most effective tool in teaching geography.

In presenting the list of equipment items in the Appendix, slides and
transparencies are not included. Although slides and iransparenc:es can be purchased,
many instructors will use their own. Several companies are now preparing map slides
and transparencies suitable for a wide variety of uses in introductory courses. There
is a more limited number of suppliers of colored or black and white slides of physical
and cultural features and of economic activities. Suppliers usually sell them in sets
for a specific region, such as the Caribbean, or with a particular topical emphasis such
as banana production. A brief description of each slide is generally provided as part of
the ylckaged set. Similarly, transparencies for use with the overhead projector are
sold in topical or regional sets.

In recent years the National Council for Geographic Education has published a
series of booklets in a "Do It This Way" series. Each of these booklets selling for one
dollar is ava:dable from the national office of this organization which is located at
Room 1532, I 1 l West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602. The authors and
titles of these booklets are:

1) Ilalverson, L. 11., Geography Via Pictures
2) Battram, J. V. and Varney, C. B., Geography Via Projected Media
3) McKinney, W. M., Geography Via Use of the Globe
4) Best, T. D., Geography Via the Overhead Projector

Library holdings for Geography

A library is essential for the effective teaching of even introductory courses in
geography. Library items that are generally used at the introductory level need not
be extensive, but such items should be carefully selected and provision made for
additional copies of the most regularly used titles. Books, periodicals, atlases, sheet
maps, and statistical and other standard reference materials for geography should be
available in the library.

The Commission on College Geography has recently revised its 1966 publication,
a Basic Geographical Library. This report has been compiled particularly for the use
of geography instructors and librarians in liberal arts colleges. The publication
provides a carefully selected list of geographical works most likely to be useful in the
teaching and study of geography at the undergraduate level. The report is available
from the office of the Commission on College Geography, Arizona Stale University,
Tempe, Arizona 85281.

In order to provide a more select list of geographical works most likely to be
useful with introductorylevel courses such as those generally offered in the two-year
colleges, this panel has designated such titles in the revised Basic Geographical
Library report, A Geographical Bibliography for American College Libraries. This has
been done by underlining the :tem numbers appearing beside the entries in that
report. The selection constitutes a list of the most basic items that should be
acquired first in developing or strengthening the library holdings in geography in the
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tSS13-year subscriptions to periodicals arc limited to the main
American and Canadian periodicals in geog,raphy. When available, subscriptions
should also be placed for state and regional periodicals such as The Pacific ('mast
Geographer and the Southeastern Geographer by colleges located in regions having
such periodicals. Similarly, selected topographic, city, county, and other maps, as
sell as selected air photos for the community in which the college is located, can be
used effectively in introduetory courses in geography. Such sheet maps may
appropriately be acquired for ins!' uctional use ct the classroom. However, a
duplicate set placed in the library will serve to enhance the student's use of such
map.

Atlases are proticulaily useful in helping students in introductory courses. Some
atlases are useful primarily for locating and identifying places and phenomena
mentioned in the textbook or discussed in class. Other atlases, commonly referred to
as thematic atlases, provide the student with many 'naps dealing with different topics
or themes such as climate, rebel, population, and economic activities. Such an atlas is
soon to be published by the il,S. Geological Survey." his is the "VW/owl:taus of the
United Slates. which should be purchased by every two-year college in this country,
since it will provide such a wide array of geographical information about the United
States. addition, many states have thematic atlases (e.g., A tbs. uJ Florida and /I this
ul',1orth (arolina) that are very useful and should be acquired by lwo.year college
libraries in the several states where they are available.
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SUMM A RY AND RECON111ENDA7'1ONS

Geography has been greatly under-utilized in the context of general education in
the United Slates compared, for example, with its place in the cutiicuiuin in Canada
and hurope. Because of this unrealized potential in most -,',.ondary schools and in
colleges and universities, professional geographers have undertaken the task of
familiarizing colleagues in other disciplines and administrators with the contributions
which geography cai, make to the general education of tire students of toddy and
tomorrow.

1 his report is directed primarily 10 administrators and geography instructors in
the nation's rapidly growing two-year college program. Paris of the report are also
worthy of the attention of gekri dphers employed in fouryear colleges and in
universities, since many are unaware of the developments and needs of geography in
the two-year colleges. Furthermore, professional geographers must grasp the very
significant fact that a rapidly increasing number of students aie entering upon a
post-secondary educational experience in the two-year colleges of the nation.

In making the several recommendations which follow, the panel has attempted to
recognize the great diversity of needs that exist in the many communities now being
served by two-year colleges. Therefore, a need for flexibility is recognized as a vital
prerequisite to effective implementation or the recommendations which are being
made. The concern of this panel has centered mainly upon making adequate
provision for stimulating and meaningful introductory ,eography courses in a

program of general education. We have paid little attention to such matters as the
proper sequence of geography courses in the education of a professional geographer.
Furthermore, we contend that unless the introductory courses in geography are made
exciting and useful. the student is not likely to take a second or third course in
geography. A proper program for the geography major can easily be superimposed
upon one or more courses in geography ditnering greatly in emphasis. Far more
important is the development of introductory courses emphas;zing geographic
concepts and ideas that are meaningful to students. Such courses will serve to
demonstrate the value of geography in general education.

Undue proliferation of introductory geography courses in the two-year colleges
does not appear to be a major problem, As a matter of fact, there is clear evidence
that the use of imagination in providing a meaningful diversity in course offerings has
attracted far inure students to geography than the use of a single introductory
course. Furthermore, the great range in the training of instructors of geography now
teaching in the two-year colleges makes it mandatory to offer those courses which
they are best qualified to teach. Additional training in grography for present and
future geography instructors should permit the junior college instructors to diversify
but nut unduly proliferate the introductory offerings in geography in keeping with
the wide range of student interests that exist. In some communities there is evidence
that geography may even be included effectively in terminal programs designed to
train persons for positions in city and regional planning, state and federal
government, and for some aspects of business and industry.

The panel presents the following specific recommendations for the careful
consideration of administrators and geography instructors in the two-year colleges
and of professional geographers in four-year colleges and universities:

1) Every effort should be made to include geography in those two-year colleges
having a general education program.

2) The choice of courses should be based on instructional resources and
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institutional and articulation needs rather than on any strict adherence to the
specific courses described in this report. No one :ours discussed in this report
is considered more appropriate than another for the two-year college.

3) high priority should be given to the development of new curriculum materials
reflecting current trends in geography keeping in mind the variety of needs
that exist in two-year colleges. 13cth the individual geography instructor and
the geographic profession should share the initiative in undertaking such
curriculum development.

4) Departments of geography in four-year colleges should r. cognize tire first and
second courses in geography at two-year schools as a part of the general or
liberal education of the student and should not be unduly concerned about
how closely such courses parallel the introduciory level courses at their
institutions. Moreover, for the student who transfers from a two-year college
as a prospective major in geography, courses taken in geography at the
two-year college should he accepted at least as elective credit in the major field
for degree purposes.

5) Geographers in four-year colleges and universities arc urged to contact
two-year college geography instructors in their vicinity and seek ways to assist
them in strengthening geography's position in these i.olleges.

(It The minimum academic preparation for two-year college geography instructors
should be equivalent in level kr a master's degree in the discipline.. strong
academic graduate minor in a cognate field is desirable.

7) Appropriate academic preparation should include guided teaching experience.
81 As there is a serious regional imbalanee in the supply of and demand for

qualified geography instructors, college administrators are urged to seek such
instructors from other parts of the fruited Staler when done arc available
locally to fill positions.

t.l) College administrators are encouraged to contact the 11xeculive Director of the
Association of American Geographers 11146 SiAteentit Street N.W.,
Washington, ly,c. 20030 for assistance. Ile is in a position to help in
advertising job openings in Iwo -year colleges and in recommending local
geographers with whom oillege officials 'night consult.

101 Geography departments should alert their students to the employment
opportunities available in the two-year colleges. Each graduate derailment
should accept the responsibility t'a'r the preparation of two -year as well as
tour-year college instructors.

I 1) there is an important need for a program of in-service training. particularly for
those now kaching geography with limited backgrounds in the discipline.

I 2 I An effective program of sabbatical Coves should be developed by two-year
colleges with the released tune utilized by the geography instructors in
attaining additional educational and professional goals. Foundations and other
granting agencies should continue their efforts to provide instructors with
financial support.

13) the two-year college geography instructor is urged to participate in the affairs
of professional geography organintitMS at local, state, and national laicise
Colleges should cooperate by encouraging such participation and by providing
released lime am! financial suppor t.

14) Professional organitatkins should accommodate the six -Sal probkms and
interests of Iwo -year college instructors in order to enable them to meet their
obligations both to their students and to their profession.



In preparing this report the panel has recognized the need to supply
administrators, geography instructors, librarians, and others in the two-year colleges.
with guidelines for the provision of effective classroom space, proper equipment for
geography instruction, a basic library of geographical works, and information on the
effective use of audio-visual aids in the teaching of geography. In order to provide
such information, three appendices covering these recognized needs are included.
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APPENDIX A

The following selected bibliography on educational media represents a small
sample drawn from a rich and rapidly expanding literature devoted to innovations in
instruction that make use of educational technology. Those wishing additional
information concerning new media would profit by contacting the editors of the first
three entries listed under general references.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

GENERAL R ITER E NaS

,ludio.ristral Communication Review: A quarterly journal published by the
Department of Audiovisual Instiuction, National Education Association,
Washington, D.C.; an excellent source of information on research, theoretical
development, and criticism relating to all sectors of educational technology.

Audiovisual Instruction: A monthly magazine published by the Department of
Audiovisual Instruction, National Education Association, Washington, D.C.; a
major source of information nil instructional innovation in schools and
colleges.

lducational Media: Published inonily by Educational Media, Inc., Fort Worth,
Texas. This magazine is 'must' for anyone seriously interesied in multi-media
instruction.

Gross. P.. and J. Murphy, eds. The Revolution in the Schools. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and World, 1964.

NkLuhan, Marshall. Understanding Media. New York. McGra I, 1964.

Meierherify, Wesley C., ed. Media and 1:diavii,usal fru:ovation. Lincoln, Nebraska:
University of Nebraska Press, OM).

Taylor, C. W., and Frank E. Williams, eds. Instructional and Creativity. New
York Wiley and Sons, 1966.
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APPLNDIX B

The two plans for geography classrooms presented here offer alteinatiVes for
resolving the problem of designing a classroom satisfactory for physical geography
which can Ilso he used for other geography or nongeography classes. Plan I assumes
that offices and classrooms are to he located either in separate buildings or in
separate parts of the same building. This plan offers flexibility in the assignment of
classroom and office space. Plan 2 assumes that the instructors will have their offices
next to a classroom in which they will do all or nearly all of their teaching. phis plan
has much merit if a sufficient number of courses in geography are being offered to
justify complete use of one or more classrooms.
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X C

MAPS ANI) EQUIP:ME:VI- FOR 111E GEOGRAPIIY CLASSROOM

A great satiety of IMO and items of equipment eau be used eil-'clivel in life
geography classroom in teaching introductory level courses. However. when funds for
putcl !naps and equipment are limited. it is essential that a careful selection he
made in order to make effecient rise of asailable funds. 1 he suggestions which ate
given here ao: intended to serve as a guide for making a careful selection of essential
!naps and equipment. I he list of maps and equipment items has been prepared
Primarily for use in inuoductory courses in geography such as world regional.
cultural. d economic. Since several additional toms and equipment items are
genemally uscd in teaching physical geography, supplemental sugrstions have been
included as a guide for ordering maps and equipment fin a course in physical
geography. In making limited funds stretch as far as possible, it is impotiant to
recogni/e the opportunities lot interdiscipfinary borrowing 01 ;Ise of social maim
items of equipment such as overhead. movie and slide projectors. wall maps. and
Some ot her items.

Since the individual pleferences of tote Mgt uctional stall vary gleally iii rhe use of
111:1111 teaching aids such as slides, transparencies. sheet maps, and rcptints. the panel
has not attempted to make any Sreelfik: CA:011111101th tionS fur Sikh itelth, Sunk of
the supplies of such teaching aids k Amu to menthe's of tl e panel ale fisted as a
guide for the acquisition of such mato ia Is. A %cry useful guide entailed Scaor4.-'s ool
bOormation and Materials: .11dp. and .1(101 1'6;10i:rapt's has 'wen leleased in a
provisional edition achtuaty. 10701 by the Committee on Maps and ..1er1a1

Photographs of the High School Geography Purled. Corks of this ',Toll may he
purchased foi S1.50 flout the high Sclux,1 Geography Project of the Association of
American Geographeis, P.O. Box 1095. Boulder. Colorado s(1.302.

\VALI MAPS AND GLOM'S

hery instructor of introductory corpses in geography should have some mail
maps available even though effective use is made of map slides or itansparencies.
Generally a basic minimum set of wall maps should consist of:

( 11 A map Or the world showing major physical and political features.
121 A map of the United States showing major physical realities and States.
131 A map of each continent showint, major physical and political leatures at a

scale considerably greater than can he used for a map of the whole world.
(ii A nap of the home state.
Several series of wall maps ate as ailabk. Some of the will maps which are

published arc designed for use in elementary and secondary schools whereas other
wall maps arc designed mainly for use in college classes. although some of these can
he used effectively in secondary. schools. If funds arc extremely limited. the
instructor will probably need to establish priorities for the purchase of wall maps.
Certainly a wall map of the world and one of the United States should generally he
purchased first, followed by purchases 01 imps Ii r those continents or major world
areas in which the instructor is most interested. lhe numbet of maps that should he
purchased will depend upon the numbet and schedule Ma llgeMelliS of classes being
taught. the variety of uses that are being nude of maps. and the funds available for
purchase. i hetefore, an instructor should study map catalogs carefully below buy ing
different wall maps.
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Although classrooms vary greatly in size and arrangement the following two
points should be weighed before purchasing wall maps:

I) Maps should generally be as large as possible. however, in rooms with low
ceilings it may not be possible to hang a really large map effectively so the
lower pm of the map may be seem by students in the hack of the room.

(2) If geography classes are held in different classrooms, folded maps, maps
mounted on simple wooden rods at top and bottom or perhaps maps
mounted on spring rollers will be most easily taken front one room to
another. If geography classes are always taught in the same room, a series of
'naps mounted on a rack is generally the most convenient method of display.

Publishers of wail maps are:

*American Map Company
Benefit Press
Com) Scientific Company
Civic hdueat ion Service
George F. Cram Company

DenoyerGeppert Company
Ihaarmond, Incorporated
Ilearne Brothers
Modern School Supply Company

*A. J. Nystrom and Company
Rand McNally and Company
Weber Costello Company

*also markets foreign. especially huroocan. wall maps

Map catalogs nyy he requested from the publishers of wall maps and it is

recommended that a number of different catalogs be consulted. All,lresses of
publishers of wall maps arc given at the end of Appendix C along with 'hose of
1113111Ifact tact s of other classroom materials.

In addition to the will maps which have been mentioned above as a basic
minimum set for the geography classroom, there ate nikirC speciahied needs for wall
maps and globes in the teaching of geography mind' should be met at the discretion
of the instructor within the limits of available funds. Some of these are listed here
for the guidance of instructors and administr at ive personnel responsible for
equipping the geography class6.xn.

( 1) A large (16 or 24 inch) globe is a very useful tool in all geography courses. A
globe will help students understand the systematic distortions of all map
projections. Globes are also wry useful in explaining several geographic terms
such as latitude and longitude, in some courses in physical geography smaller
globes for the individual use of students may also he needed. The vonyanies
manufacturing globes are:

Benefit Press
CBS Learning ('enter
Cenci, Scientific Company
George I- . Cram Company
13enoyer-Gepperi Company
Farquhar Transparent Globes
Ilammonth Incorporated
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lubbard Scientific Company
McGrawHill Films
A. J. Nystrom and Company
Rand McNally and Company
Ward's
Weber Costello Company

(2) Some of the more specialized maps that are useful teaching tools include the
following:

a) Population maps.

b) Maps showing Ian 'forms, climate, vegetation, geology, and soils. Although
such maps generally have been most used in teaching physical geography,
they can also be effectively used in other introductory courses.

c) Raised relief maps are excellent for helping students understand the earth's
physical features. These raised relief maps are available for the World, the
United States, Canada, and all the continents except Australia.

d) A geographical terms model or map which helps to illustrate and explain
the numerous geographical terms that often are quite new to the students
enrolled in introductory geography courses.

e) Maps showing the distribution of economic activities and conunciities
produced are useful in courses with a world regional or economic
orientation. Such maps are available from some of the major wall map
publishers.

I) Maps showing the distribution of cultural features such as major religions,
ethnic groups, races, and political units can be used effectively at the
introductory level. Some maps are available.

EQUIPMENT

In the tea.hing of geography several standard kinds of am.io visual equipment will
he used by most instructors. Equipment frequently used in teaching geography
courses include the following items:

35 mm (2 x 2) automatic slide projector
35 mm (2 x 2) manual slide projector with film strip attachment
l6 mm motion picture projector
Overhead projector
Tape recorder
Daylight screen
Drapes or shades for darkening the classroom

In addition to these generally used audio-visual aids, more specialized equipment
will often be needed particularly in teaching courses in physical geography. Each
instructor will have individual preferences depending upon such matters as his
approach to the teaching of physical geography and the amount of laboratory time
that is available for the course. As an illustration .4 the variety of equipment that
may be needed, an inventory list of such equipment found in a long established
two -year college with a frequently.taught course in physical geography is given here.
Every instructor will of course not necessarily need all of the items listed; however,
this list should serve as a guide to the range of equipment items likely to be needed
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for physic. ,'ography.

MA ..S AND EQUIPMENT USED FOR PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
JOLIET JUNIOR COLLEGE

16 1)10,11:00T
35 ,lidc projector
35 n dinstrip projector
Over; i projector
1;i1'e r , ! er

Chart It projectors equipped with outlets
machine (spirit)

Stereo, op, (2.4)
wrzi imA L\siR

max 1nn thermometer
13-arun,

1 hen iph
1; h

(wetury bulb)
\cluometer

De' t apparatus

MOM 'S
iwn

r iection models
Voles model

isALL ,11.1PS

Raised relief 111.1p of the world
World physical-political 1113 p
Raised relief map of the United States
Physiographic regions of the United Stales
World it: map
World rainfall map
Physicalpolitical traps for each continent
United States physical-political map
United States regional maps
State maps for Illinois aid California

(;LOBES

16- or 24-inch physical globe
I6-inch slated globe
6- or 8-inch globes for individual student use

TOPOGRAPHIC AIA PS

Approximately 70 class sets of 30 maps each of I S and 7l4 minute quadrangles
avadable from US. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. 20242

(Index of 100 selected topographic maps from the U.S. Geological Survey is a
good guide for selecting these maps)

Sorts' sets are for the local yea. Raised relief maps of sekcicd quadrangles are
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also used

AlR PHOTOGRAPHY (See under A irphotos for address)

Index map of the United States
Photo index of local county
15 to 20 sets of steno pairs of local features
Stereo pairs of selected landforms

SLIDES

Strahler film of all diagrams in the Physical Geography text provides hundreds
of clKits and diagrams. (Instructor can select and mount the ones he wants.)

ROCKS AND MINER:11S

A general set of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks and a set of
economic minerals for demonstration and display.

WEATHER M4 PS

Two or three class sets of maps illustrating certain weather phenomena over a
two- or three-day period mid-latitude cyclone, hurricane, stable mid-
winter high, etc. Available from Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

BOOKLETS

Class sets of:
"How Topographic Maps are Made." Free from U.S. Geological Survey
"Stereogram" University of Illinois (Hubbard Scientific)
"Weather Maps" by John Ilidore (W. C. Brown)
Reprints

Bobbs-Merrill Reprints in Geography available from
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 4300 West 62nd Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

Scientific American Reprints available from
W. H. Freeman and Company, 660 Market Street,
San Francisco, California 94104

Basic Components of a Junior College Weather Station

Approximate
Cost

Instrument Shelter S 122.00

Anemometer and Vane 250.00
(This price does not include a
recording system)

Hygrothermo,raph
(records relative humidity and
temperature) Another model is
available at less cost!
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Barograph
(Microbarograph costs approximately
$200.00 more)

200.00

Rain Gauge with Tripod 68.00

Companies selling instruments listed above are:

Science Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 230
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.
Catalog for Biology and the Earth Sciences
P. O. Box 1712
Rochester, New York I 4V 3

Cambosco Scientific Company, Inc.
Boston, Massachusetts 02135

Companies from which equipment needed for the teaching of courses in physical
geography can be obtained are as follows:

Raised Relief Models

Cenco Scientific Company
Denoyer-Geppert Company
Hubbard Scientific Company
Kistler Graphics
A. J. Nystrom and Company
Ward's

Denwnstration and Other Equipment

Benefit Press
Cenco Scientific Company
George F. Cram Company
Denoyer-Geppert Company
Farquhar Transparent Globes
Hubbard Scientific Company
Rand McNally and Company
Ward's
Weber Costello Company

Addresses of these companies are given at the end of Appendix C.

SLIDES, TRANSPARENCIES, FILMS, OUTLINE MAPS,
SHEET MAPS, AND AIRPHOTOS

SLIDES AND 7RANSPA REA'CIES

Many different situations for using slides, transparencies, films, outline maps,
sheet maps, and airphotos should characterize the dynamic geography course. Many
instructors have taken their own slides of physical, cultural, and economic features
and these may be used effectively. Transparencies of maps and charts are also
frequently prepared by geography instructors and are designed for use in specific
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situations in their classrooms. Instructors also may select from commercially
available slides and transparencies in meeting a wide range of needs in their
classrooms.

A major supplier of color filmstrips and 2 x 2 slide sets on geography, social
studies, history and archaeology is Budex Films and Slides, Inc., P. 0. Box 307,
Santa Barbara, California 93102. Their filmstrips and slide sets are accompanied by
background information for each frame or slide. A catalog is available upon request.

Map transparencies for use with overhead projectors are available from the
following companies and catalogs will be sent upon request.

Allyn and Bacon
American Map Company
Cenco Scientific Company
Denoyer-Geppert Company
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Hammond, Incorporated
Instructo Products Company
Modern School Supply Company
A. J. Nystrom and Company
Popular Science Publishing Company
Rand McNally and Company
Teachers Publishing Company
Valiant Instructional Materials Corporation
Ward's
Weber Costello Company

Addresses of these companies are given at the end of Appendix C.

FILMS

Motio,, Picture Films (16 mm) that are commercially produced as well as some
government films are available from film libraries located in nearly every state, Such
films may be rented at moderate prices, whereas the cost of direct purchase of such
films would often be prohibitive. Information about available films as well as
reserva ions for film rentals should be requested directly from the film library nearest
to your college. A list of film libraries and their addresses follows.

ALABAMA

Audio-Visual Aids Service, Extension Division, University of Alabama, University
35486

ARIZONA

Northern Arizona Film Library, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff 86001,
Audio-Visual Center, Arizona State University, Tempe 85281, Bureau of Audiovisual
Services, University of Arizona, Tucson 85721

ARKANSAS

AudioVisual Section, Arkansas State Teachers College, Conway 72032,
Audio-Visual Center, Arkansas State College, State College 72467

CALIFORNIA

University Extension, University of California, Berkeley 94720, Craig
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Corporation, 3410 South LaCienega Boulevard, Los Angeles 90016, Craig
Corporation, 215 Littlefield Avenue, S. San Francisco 94080

COLORADO

Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction, University Extension Division, University of
Colorado, Boulder 80302, Instructional Materials Center, Colorado State College,
Greeley 80631

CONNECTICUT

Audio-Visual Center, University of Connectucut, Storrs 06268

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Paul L. Brand & Son, 2153 K Street, N.W., Washington 20037

FLORIDA

Educational Media Center, Florida State University, Tallahassee 32306

GEORGIA

Georgia Center for Continuing Education, University of Georgia, Athens 30601

IDAHO

Audio-Visual Services, Idaho State Univeristy, Pocatello 83201

ILLINOIS

Educational Film Library, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb 60115,
Audio-Visual Service, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 62901, Visual Aids
Service, University of Illinois, 704 South Sixth, Champaign 61822, Ideal Pictures,
417 North State Street, Chicago 60610

INDIANA

Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington 47401

IOWA

Visual Instruction Service, Iowa State University of Science and Technology,
Ames 50010, Audiovisual Center, University of Iowa, Iowa City 52240

KANSAS

Bureau of Visual Instruction, University Extension, University of Kansas,
Lawrence 66045

KENTUCKY

Audio-Visual Services, University of Kentucky, Lexington 40506

MAINE

Audio-Visual Center, University of Maine, Orono 04473
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MARYLAND

Kunz, Inc., 426 North Calvert Street, Baltimore 21202

MASSACI1USETTS

Abraham Krasker Memorial Film Library, Boston University, School of
Education, 765 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston 02215, Ideal Pictures, 42 Melrose,
Boston 02218

MICHIGAN

Audio-Visual Education Center, University of Michigan, Frieze Building, 720 East
Huron, Ann Arbor 48104

MINNESOTA

Audio-Visual Extension Service, General Extension Divis;..,n, University of
Minnesota, 2037 University Avenue, &E., Minneapolis 55455

MISSISSIPPI

Audio-Visual Education, School of Education, University of Mississippi,
University 38677

MISSOURI

Audio-Visual Center, Southeast Missouri State College, Cape Girardeau 63701,
University Extension Division, 119 Whitten Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia
65201

MONTANA

Audiovisual and Library Services, State Department of Public Instruction, Helena
59601

NEBRASKA

Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction, University Extension Division, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln 68508

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Audio-Visual Center, iversity Extension, University of New Hampshire,
Durham 03824

NEW MEXICO

Film Library, Eastern New Mexico University, Portales 88130

NEW YORK

Alden Films, 5113 - 16th Avenue, Brooklyn 11204, Educational Film Library,
State University College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo 14222, Film
Library, Collendale Campus, Syracuse University, 1455 East Colvin Street, Syracuse
13210
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NORTH CAROLINA

Bureau of AudioVisual Education, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
27514

NORTH DAKOTA

Film Library, Division of Supervised Study, State University Station, Fargo 58102

OHIO

Church School Pictures, 1118 Walnut, Cleveland 44114, Twyrnan Films, Inc., 329
Salem Avenue, Dayton 45406, AudioVisual Services, Kent State University, 210
Education Buildin?,, Kent 44240, M. IL Martin Co., 1118 Lincoln Way East,
Massillon 44646

OKLAHOMA

Extension Division, Educational Materials Services, AudioVisual Fducation,
University of Oklahoma, Norman 73069, AudioVisual Center, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater 74074

OREGON

Audiovisual Instruction, Division of Continuing Education, Coliseum 131,
Corvallis 97331

PENNSYLVANIA

J. P. Lilley & Son, Inc., 928 Nora Third Street, Harrisburg 17105, Indiana Film
Service, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana 15701, AudioVisual Aids
Library, Pennsylvania State University, University Park 16802, L. C. Vath
Audio-Visual Aids, 449 North Hermitage Road, Sharpsville 16150

SOUTH CAROLINA

College of General Studies and Extension, AudioVisual Division, University of
South Carolina, Columbia 29208

SOUTH DAKOTA

Film Library, South Dakota State Un.Yersity, Brookings 57006, Film Library,
Extension Division, University of South Dakota, Vermillion 57069

TENNESSEE,

Peabody Learning Resources Center, Geor,e Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville 37203

TEXAS

Visual Instruction Bureau, Division of Extension, University of Texas, Austin
78712

UTAH

Educational Media Services, Instructional Materials, Brigham Young University,
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Provo 84601, Educational Media Center, University of Utah, 207 Bennion Hall, Salt
Lake City 84112

WASHINGTON

Audio-Visual Library, Central Washington State College, Ellensburg 98926,
AudioVisual Center, Washington State University, Pullman 99164, Craig
Corporation, 540 South Front Street, Seattle 98108, Audio-Visual Services,
University of Washington, Seattle 98105

WISCONSIN

Film Library, Audiovisual Center, Wisconsin State University, LaCrosse 54601,
Bureau of AudioVisual Instruction, University of Wisconsin, 1312 West Johnson
Street, Madison 53715

OUTLINE MAPS

Outline maps are very useful for student projects and for use in conducting
examinations. Such maps may be ordered by a local bookstore and purchased
directly by students enrolled in your classes as needed for projects and examinations.
Outline maps are available in regular 81/2 x 11 inch size as well as in somewhat larger
sizes from some companies. A list of companies from which desk outline maps may
be purchased is given here.

Desk Outline Maps

American Map Company
Cenco Scientific Company
University of Chicago, Department of Geography
George F. Cram Company
DenoyerGeppert Company
Hammond, Incorporated
A. J. Nystrom and Company
Rand McNally and Company
Teachers Publishing Company

Addresses of these companies are given at the end of Appendix C.

SHEET MAPS

Sheet maps are available from Federal, State, and local government agencies as
well as from geographical societies and commercial sources. Many foreign
government maps are also available. This is especially true for countries of Western
Europe and countries of the British Commonwealth. Many foreign embassies in
Washington, D.C. will generally supply free upon request a worthwhile general map
of their respective countries.

Many Federal agencies publish different kinds of maps. Some are large scale maps
which present considerable information for a relatively small area. Others are for the
country as a whole or for some major segment of it. The clearing house for
information about all maps published by the Federal Government is the Map
Information Office, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. 20242. This Map
Information Office has several free booklets which may be very helpful to the
geography instruction. Some of these useful booklets and leaflets are:
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Topographic Maps, 20 pp. Discusses the contents of a topographic: map and
how it is compiled; includes scales, series, control surveys, symbols, and map
revision,

Topographic Maps: Silent Guides for Ountoorsmen, 8 pp. Includes directions
on map mounting and preservation.

7)pes of ,1Iaps Published by Gin.ernment Agencies
Geographic Centers of the United Slates
The National Atlas Protect
Geologic Maps of the Aloof(
Maps of the United States, M10 -1
Metropolitan Area Topographic Maps, MI0-2
State Maps, MI0.3
Shaded Relief Maps, M10 -4
Topographic Maps of National Parks, Monumentr,, and Historic Sites, M 10-5

Of course individual maps may be purchased from the U. S. Geological Survey and
from other federal agencies, Generally the purchaser is required to pay in advance
for maps being purchased.

Probably the most useful sheet maps for introductory geography courses are the
large-scale (1:24,000 and 1:62,500) topographic maps published by the U. S.
Geological Survey. These maps can be used effectively as a means of introducing the
students to some of the cultural and physical characteristics of the community in
which they are living. About once a year the U. S. Geological Survey publishes an
Index to Topographic Maps for each State. These indexes indicate the areas that are
covered by topographic maps and also the date of the most recently published maps
for the areas mapped. An index for your State may be obtained free from the Map
Information Office, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. 20242. Each
topographic map now costs 50c. When maps are ordered in quantity, considerable
discount is given.

For courses in physical geography A Set of One I fundred Topographic Maps
Illustrating Specified Physiographic Features is available from the U. S. Geological
Survey. Generally for effective use of topographic maps in introductory courses such
as those available for the local community or the above set illustrating physiographic
features, it is necessary to have a map for each student or at least a map for every
two students. Therefore, a careful review of one's objectives and outlines for the
courses being taught should be carried out before multiple copies of topographic
maps are ordered.

Mapping agencies exist in every state. Information about maps being issued may
often be discovered by examining various publications and announcements issued by
state agencies. County and city government agencies also issue some maps that may
be useful in the classroom. Also, nearly every city having a population of 10,000 or
more has a map of the city which generally may be obtained free from the Chamber
of Commerce.

The American Geographical Society and the National Geographic Society publish
maps, some of which may be useful for particular topics in geography courses.
Information about maps published by these two geographical societies may be
obtained by writing to the societies whose addresses are as follows:

Americar, Geographical Society
Broadway at 156th Street
New York, New York 10032
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National Geographic Society
17th and M Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Other sheet maps may be obtained commercially from the following companies:

Other Sheet Maps

Argosy Book Stores (old maps)
General Drafting Company (state road maps)
11. NI. Gousha Company (state road maps)
Hammond, Incorporated (Lobeck land form maps)
Hearne Brothers (city maps)
Ilistoric Urban Plans (old map reproductions)
11ubbard Scientific Company (topical maps)
International Map Company (foreign sheet maps)
Jeppesen and Company (reference maps & airline maps)
11. P. Kraus (old maps)
Map Corp. of America (city maps)
Orbis Terrarum (old maps)
Erwin Raisz (landform maps)
Rockford Map Publishers (property ownership maps & atlases)
Rand McNally and Company (state road maps)
R. R. Donnelly and Company (state road maps)
Sanborn Map Company (diagrammatic maps and atlases of over 11,000 urban areas

practically every town in the U.S. of 2,000 population or more)
Edward Stanford, Ltd. (foreign sheet maps)
L. S. Straight (old maps)
Thomas Brothers (city maps)
Telberg Book Corp. (maps of Communist areas; foreign geological maps)
News Map of the Week (weekly news map)

AIRPHOTOS

Airphotos like large scale topographic maps can serve as a very useful means of
introducing students to the spatial dimensions of cultural and physical features of
their home community. Aerial photographs or airphotos are available for nearly all
parts of the United States. Various Federal agencies have been assigned the
responsibility for taking airphotos for different areas from time to time. The Map
Information Office of the Geological Survey serves as a clearing house for
information about available airphotos. For much of the country the agency most
likely to have up-to-date as well as airphotos for earlier periods back to about 1937 is
the Aerial Photography Division of the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This agency has two offices located as
follows:

Western Laboratory
2505 Parleys Way
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

(Airphotos for Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North
Dakota and States westward of these are available from this laboratory.)
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Eastern Laboratory
45 South French Broad Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina 28801

(Airphotos for States east of those listed above are available from this
laboratory.)

The first step in obtaining airphotos from this agency is to request an index status
map for the state for which auphotos are being requested. These index maps give
information on scale, camera focal length, year of latest coverage, and availability of
photo index sheets. The next step would be to order a photo index sheet for that part
of a county for which you wish to obtain photographs. An order blank should also
be requested. In order to get the proper index sheet, a fairly careful location by
latitude and longitude or by designating position and distance in relation to a city in
the county should be given. After the index has been obtained, the necessary
information should be obtained from the index sheet and recorded on the order
blank. Pre-payment is required. Each index sheet will cost $;.00 and a contact print
(9" x 9") which will cover a relatively small area (about !,800 acres or 9 square
miles) will cost $1.25 per print unless more than 25 copies :.re ordered in which case
the price will be $0.90.

Enlargements are also available. Enlarged airphotos of the college site are of great
interest and will attract considerable attention from students when placed on the
bulletin board or when studied in class along with a topographic map of the
community. Multiple copies of airphotos should be obtained if they are to be used in
the classroom.
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ADDRESSES OF COMMERCIAL FIRMS LISTED IN APPENDIX C

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

American Map Co., Inc.
3 West 61st Street
New York, New York 10023

Argosy Book Stores, Inc.
116 East 59th Street
New York, New York 10022

Benefic Press
10300 West Roosevelt Road
Westchester, Illinois 60153

Cenco Scientific Co.
2600 South Kostner Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60623

University of Chicago
Department of Geography
1101 East 58th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Civic Education Service
1733 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

George F. Cram Co., Inc.
730 East Washington Street
P. 0. Box 426
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

Denoyer-Geppert Co.
8535 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60640

R. R. Donnelly
2223 South Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
1150 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Farquhar Transparent Globes
5007 Warrington Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143

General Drafting Co.
Convent Station
New Jersey 07961

H. M. Gousha Co.
2001 The Alameda
San Jose, California 95126

Hammond Inc.
Maplewood
New Jersey 07040

Hearne Brothers
Executive Offices
26th FloorFirst National Building
Detroit, Michigan 48226

Historic Urban Plans
Box 76
Ithaca, New York 14850

Hubbard Scientific Co.
P. 0. Box 105
Northbrook, Illinois 60062

Instructo Products Co.
1635 North 55th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19131

International Map Co., Inc.
140 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10006

Jeppesen and Company
Denver, Colorado

Kistler Graphics, Inc.
4000 Dahlia Street
Denver, Colorado 80216

H. P. Kraus
16 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017
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Map Corp. of America
316 Summer Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

McGraw-Hill Films
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Modern School Supply Co., Inc.
524 East Jackson Street
Goshen, Indiana 46526

News Map of the Week
7300 North Linder Avenue
Skokie, Illinois 60076

A. J. Nystrom & Co.
3333 Elston Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618

Orbis imarum
606 Metropolitan Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11211

Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc.
Audio-Visual Division
355 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Erwin Raisz
130 Charles Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

Rand McNally & Co.
School Department
P. 0. Box 7600
Chicago, Illinois 60680

Rockford Map Publishers, Inc.
4525 Forest View Avenue
Rockford, Illinois 61108

Sanborn Map Co., inc.
629 Fifth Avenue
Pelham, New York 10803

Edwarl Stanford, Ltd.
12.14 Long Acre
London WC2, England

L. S. Straight
349 East 10th Street
New York, New York 10009

Teachers Publishing Corp.
23 Leroy Avenue
Darien, Connecticut 06820

Telberg Book Corp.
Map Depository
P. 0. Box 545
Sag Harbor, Long Island
New York 11963

Thomas Bros.
550 Jackson Street
San Francisco, California 94133

Valiant Instructional
Materials Corp.

172 Walker Lane
Englewood, New Jersey 07631

Ward's Natural Science
Establishment, Inc.

P.O. Box 1712
Rochester, New York 14603

Ward's of California
P. O. Box 1749
Monterey, California 93940

Weber Costello Co.
1900 North Narragansett Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60639
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS

COMMISSION ON COLLEGE GEOGRAPHY
MembershipJanuary, 1970

Dr. Melvin G. Marcus, Commission Chairman, University of Michigan
Dr. James R. Anderson, University of Florida
Dr. Harold J. Barnett (Economics), Washington University
Dr. l'aul W. English, University of Texas
Dr. Gordon J. Fielding, University of California, Irvine
Dr. J. Thomas Hastings (Education), University of Illinois
Dr. Robert E. Huke, Dartmouth College
Dr. Marion J. Levy (Sociology), Princeton University
Dr. Richard E. Lonsdale, University of North Carolina
Dr. Marvin W. Mikesell, University of Chicago
Dr. Edward T. Price, University of Oregon
Dr. Harold M. Rose, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Dr. Kennard W. Rumage, State University College at Brockport, New York
Dr. Robert H. T. Smith, University of Wisconsin, Madison

ExOfficio Members: President, J. Ross Mackay; Vice President, Norton S. Ginsburg;
Secretary, Wesley C. Ca lef; Treasurer, Robert D. llodgson; Executive Secretary, J.
Warren Nystrom; Chairman, Publications Committee, Lawrence M. Sommers.

Dr. John F. Lounsbury, Project Director, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona
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